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 When documentary evidence is unavailable, scholars must turn to other sources for clues 
regarding life in the distant past. One such alternative source of evidence is the human skeleton. 
Since bones readily respond to changes in the body and in the environment, they can lend insight 
into the lived experiences of deceased individuals. By studying osteological remains found in 
prehistoric and archaeological contexts, anthropologists attempt to fill the gaps in our shared 
human past.  
 A significant aspect of past human livelihoods that bone can reveal is activity. 
Occupation-related stresses, such as those exerted by exercise and manual labor, are typically 
concentrated in regions of the body associated with the muscles and ligaments subjected to strain 
from mechanical loading.1  To prevent bone failure, remodeling processes occur to reduce bone 
porosity and strengthen bone tissue in these affected regions.2 The results of mechanical loading 
are therefore potentially observable on both morphological and cellular levels.  
 Although many studies have explored the effects of mechanical loading on the bones of 
the legs and arms, less attention has been paid to the effects of mechanical loading on the 
clavicle. Along with the proximal humerus and the scapula, the clavicle is a member of the 
shoulder complex. Because the shoulder complex plays a critical role in upper-body movement, 
the impacts of mechanical loading on the shoulder complex warrant further research. 
Specifically, the clavicle possesses unique qualities that make it amenable to studying 
mechanical loading associated with occupation-related stresses.  
 This thesis builds upon research I conducted in association with the University of 
Cambridge’s “After the Plague: Health and History in Medieval Cambridge” project while I was 
                                               
1 Charles H. Turner & Alexander G. Robling, “Mechanical Loading and Bone Formation,” 
BoneKey-Osteovision 1 (2004), 15. 




abroad in the spring of 2017. Building off of a previous study carried out by Dr. Sarah Inskip, 
my research aimed to test the hypothesis that clavicular morphology can inform us about a 
population’s occupation-related activities. After collecting measurements from forty sets of 
clavicles from an English medieval hospital population found on the University of Cambridge’s 
campus, I statistically compared the data to measurements from two contemporaneous Dutch 
populations that likely engaged in occupations distinct from that of the Cambridge population. 
The results of these inter-population comparisons indicated that the right and left acromial ends 
of the Cambridge clavicles were significantly flatter than those of their Dutch counterparts, 
supporting the possibility that differences in clavicular morphology do reflect differences in 
occupation. Without more comparative data, however, confirming these results is difficult. This 
thesis aims to rectify this problem by adding data from a medieval population discovered at 
Mistihalj, a site in the Balkan nation of Montenegro, for comparative purposes.  
Understanding the morphological consequences of mechanical loading on the clavicle 
contributes to knowledge about how occupational stresses shape morphological variation in the 
shoulder complex. Not only does increased research in this field aid medical and forensic efforts, 
it also addresses broader anthropological themes of identity and personhood. In bringing greater 
attention to the biomechanical functions of the clavicle, my thesis ultimately seeks to explore the 
ways in which sociocultural identities are biologically embodied. This goal is especially relevant 
in the case of the Mistihalj collection. Although historical records tell us about their occupations, 
not much is known about the nature of the physical hardships the members of the Mistihalj 
community faced in their every day lives. What were the physical costs of the activities available 
to them relative to other activities? What can we possibly discern about gender norms and 




In chapter one, I will elaborate upon the biological features of the clavicle and survey the 
literature regarding the topic of this thesis. This section provides the necessary information to 
understand the subsequent chapters. The second chapter focuses on the background of the 
collections and the methods I used for measurement and statistical testing. Chapter three includes 
the results of my intra- and inter-population analyses. Finally, I will tie together the existing 
literature and the findings of my thesis by discussing the implications of the results in chapter 
four.  





















1.1 Anatomy and Biomechanics of the Clavicle 
 Because of its unusual pattern of development and unique structure, the clavicle is often 
the subject of biological fascination. Although it is classified as a long bone, the clavicle is the 
only long bone formed via intramembranous ossification, 3 a process through which compact and 
spongy bone manifest directly from mesenchymal connective tissue.4  In humans, it is the first 
bone to begin ossifying during fetal development5 but its medial epiphysis is the last epiphysis to 
ossify and fuse,6 usually in the second or third decade of a person’s life.7  
Shaped like the letter “S,” the clavicle has two convexities facing in opposite directions 
on its medial and lateral thirds.8 Its medial end articulates with the sternum at the 
sternoclavicular joint, and its lateral end articulates with the acromion process of the scapula at 
the acromioclavicular joint.9 Major landmarks on the clavicle include the conoid tubercle, the 
deltoid tubercle, the trapezoid line, and the rhomboid fossa, which are all attachment points for 
various muscles and ligaments.10 Two of the most important ligaments with attachments on the 
clavicle are the costoclavicular and coracoclavicular ligaments.11 By imposing forces in opposite 
directions from one another at different ends of the clavicle, these ligaments maintain the 
                                               
3 Rajendra Kumar et al., “The clavicle: Normal and abnormal,” Radiographics 9 (1989), 677.  
4 “Bone Formation and Development,” in Anatomy and Physiology (Houston: OpenStax by Rice 
University, 2013), https://opentextbc.ca/anatomyandphysiology/.   
5 Anne Elisabeth Ljunggren, “Clavicular Function,” Acta Orthopaedica Scandinavica 50 (1979), 
263. 
6 Kevin J. Renfree and Thomas W. Wright, “Anatomy and biomechanics of the 
acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular joints,” Clinical Sports Medicine 22 (2003), 231. 
7 Kumar et al., 677. 
8 Ljunggren, 261. 
9 Kumar et al., 678. 
10 Ibid, 678. 




clavicle’s equilibrium perpendicular to its long axis and prevent movements that would result in 
injury.12  
Image 1: Left clavicle, superior view.13 
 
Image 2: Left clavicle, inferior view.14 
 
As the sole bony connection between the upper extremity and the thorax,15 the clavicle 
acts as a strut that transfers forces exerted on the upper extremity to the thorax along its long 
axis.16  It simultaneously stabilizes and provides greater flexibility in movement to the shoulder 
complex.17 Studies of the clavicle indicate that its shape and size are products of “its 
biomechanical function, with the various muscles and ligaments attached to it contributing 
                                               
12 Ibid, 262. 
13 Henry Gray, “Figure 200” in Grey’s Anatomy, Twentieth ed. (New York: Bartleby.com, 
2000), http://www.bartleby.com/107/49.html#i200.  
14 Ibid. 
15 M.A. Harrington et al., “Geometric Properties and the Predicted Mechanical Behavior of Adult 
Human Clavicles,” Journal of Biomechanics 26 (1993), 417. 
16 Simon Mays et al., “Directional Asymmetry in the Human Clavicle,” International Journal of 
Osteoarchaeology 9 (1999), 19. 




compressive, bending, and torsional loads.”18 In other words, the clavicle’s geometry is 
dependent upon the activities of the muscles and ligaments to which it is attached. Generally, 
individuals who frequently use these muscles tend to possess thicker, more curved clavicles.19 
Exercises of the neck, upper arms, and shoulder involve the muscles that impose forces upon the 
clavicle. Additionally, the clavicle and its associated attachments are more directly involved in 
activities such as carrying heavy loads, hanging, and swinging.20 Given these factors, the clavicle 
can provide a valuable lens through which to view past behaviors, particularly those related to 
occupation. Not only does the clavicle play a critical role in the movements of the upper body, 
but its morphology also reflects these movements via its associated muscles and ligaments. 
Despite its potential usefulness, the clavicle is largely neglected by research attempting 
behavioral reconstruction from biological remains. The little work that has been done thus far, 
however, shows promise and justifies further evaluation of the clavicle’s utility in reconstructing 
activity patterns.  
1.2 Mechanical Loading and Bone Remodeling 
 One of the primary purposes of the skeleton is to buttress the body against external forces 
known as mechanical loads.21 During activity, mechanical loads are not evenly distributed 
throughout bone and are instead concentrated in individual areas, which are especially vulnerable 
to failure.22 Bone possesses evolved mechanisms that catalyze tissue formation in these 
susceptible areas as a means of resisting such loads.23 According to Wolff’s law, bone remodels 
                                               
18 Mays, 18.  
19 Ljunggren, 261. 
20 Ibid, 263.  
21 Andrew A. Biewener & John E.A. Bertram, “Structural response of growing bone to exercise 
and disuse,” Journal of Applied Physiology 76 (1994), 946. 
22 Turner & Robling, 15. 




itself in the same direction as the strongest forces it is withstanding.24 The influences of these 
mechanisms are possibly quantifiable via observations of variation in bone morphology across 
time and among populations.  
 What, then, are the effects of mechanical loading on bone geometry? In their study of 
white leghorn chicks, Biewener and Bertram found that rigorous exercise prompted significant 
development in the cross-sectional geometry of the chick tibiotarsus at its proximal, midshaft, 
and distal regions.25 In bone tissue, mechanical loading increases bone formation on the 
periosteal surface and decreases bone turnover to improve the resistance of the bone against 
strains.26 These processes produce the greatest effects during childhood and adolescence when 
bone growth is still underway. Bass et al.’s research on pre- and post-pubescent female tennis 
players noted that bone width and cortical thickness, which constitute a bone’s strength, develop 
the most in response to activity before puberty.27 Once puberty commences, heightened estrogen 
levels restrict the acquisition of bone on the periosteal surface and relocate formation primarily 
to the endocortical surface, which contributes little to overall bone strength.28 In summary, the 
timing of activity-related stresses helps determine the type and magnitude of bone formation.  
 Because bone has mechanisms that react to external forces in fairly consistent ways, 
anthropologists should be able to use mechanical loading-induced variations in bone geometry to 
infer details about past activities. Although this has been accomplished using bones such as the 
humerus and femur, behavioral reconstruction using the clavicle is less common. The clavicle is 
                                               
24 Heidi Haapasalo, “Dimensions and Estimated Mechanical Characteristics of the Humerus 
After Long-Term Tennis Loading,” Journal of Bone and Mineral Research 11 (1996), 865-866. 
25 Biewener & Bertram, 951. 
26 Turner & Robling, 15. 
27 S.L. Bass et al., “The Effect of Mechanical Loading on the Size and Shape of Bone in Pre-, 
Peri- and Postpubertal Girls: A Study in Tennis Players,” Journal of Bone and Mineral Research 
17 (2002), 2274. 




a prime candidate for behavioral reconstruction research partly because of its pattern of 
development. As the last bone to ossify in the human body, the clavicle is theoretically 
susceptible to mechanical forces for longer periods of time than are other bones.29 One 
particularly important study by Voisin advocates for the clavicle’s utility in research examining 
mechanical loading. To establish a relationship between clavicular morphology and mechanical 
loading, Voisin compared the clavicular dimensions of different primate species based on their 
locomotive behaviors and their phylogenetic backgrounds.30 He concluded that the clavicle and 
scapula together are evolutionarily shaped by locomotive strategies.31 As Voisin found, the 
shoulder complex morphology of bipedal movers such as modern humans differed significantly 
from that of quadrupeds or of brachiators in his sample.32 Voisin’s work confirms that 
mechanical loading visibly alters clavicular geometry and provides a foundation for future 
research. 
1.3 Sexual Dimorphism 
 One way to study behavioral reconstruction using the postcranial skeleton is by focusing 
on sexual dimorphism. On average, skeletal remains belonging to males are larger and thicker 
than those belonging to females, including the clavicle. Although this phenomenon has been 
thoroughly documented across populations, anthropologists have yet “to provide a functional 
interpretation of these differences.”33 In other words, what are the underlying causes of sexual 
dimorphism? Králik et al. argued that a combination of biological and cultural factors contribute 
                                               
29 Benjamin M. Auerbach & Michelle H. Raxter, “Patterns of clavicular bilateral asymmetry in 
relation to the humerus: variation among humans,” Journal of Human Evolution 54 (2008), 664. 
30 Jean-Luc Voisin, “Clavicle, a Neglected Bone: Morphology and Relation to Arm Movements 
and Shoulder Architecture in Primates,” The Anatomical Record Part A 288 (2006), 945. 
31 Ibid, 952. 
32 Ibid, 950-952. 
33 Christopher Ruff, “Sexual dimorphism in human lower limb bone structure: relationship to 




to the manifestation of sexual dimorphism in the skeleton.34 Potential biological factors include 
adolescent growth patterns specific to each sex and fluctuations in hormone levels throughout 
life.35 Although they mentioned the possible contribution of “gender-related biomechanical 
demands in adolescence and adulthood,” Králik et al. did not elaborate much further.36  
 Anthropologists have made some attempts to link sexual dimorphism to specific 
behaviors. Christopher Ruff, for instance, compared the cross-sectional geometries of the lower 
limb bones from several populations across time to test his hypothesis that sex-related 
differences in activity cause variation in these structures.37 His findings indicated that the degree 
of sexual dimorphism within populations decreased through time as individuals transitioned from 
hunter-gatherer lifestyles to agriculture and industrialization.38 Ruff contended that men in 
hunter-gatherer societies were assigned tasks requiring mobility, whereas women in these 
societies tended to remain sedentary.39 As the world shifted to agriculture and industrialization, 
the line between women’s and men’s activities became murkier, leading to the reduction of 
sexual dimorphism overall.40 Degrees of sexual dimorphism in the lower limbs of these 
populations, therefore, reflected cultural divisions of labor tied to gender identities.  
 Carlson et al. complicated the picture presented in Ruff’s study by comparing the 
postcranial skeletons of Australian aborigines to those of foraging and agricultural/industrial 
populations and by using ethnographic data as context.41 In contrast to Ruff’s findings, Carlson 
                                               
34 Miroslav Králik et al., “Sex assessment using clavicle measurements: Inter- and intra-
population comparisons,” Forensic Science International 234 (2014), 181.e12. 
35 Ibid, 181.e12. 
36 Ibid, 181.e12. 
37 Ruff, 392. 
38 Ibid, 411. 
39 Ibid, 407. 
40 Ibid, 407. 
41 Kristian J. Carlson et al., “Robusticity and Sexual Dimorphism in the Postcranium of Modern 




et al. determined that increased mobility did not always result in elevated lower limb 
robusticity.42 Although they were hunter-gatherers, the Australian aborigines exhibited more 
gracile features than did their agricultural and industrial counterparts, who would have 
theoretically been less active.43 Like Ruff, however, Carlson et al. connected the results of their 
cross-sectional geometric analyses to activity. Relative to other hunter-gatherers, male and 
female aborigines engaged in activities demanding roughly equal amounts of lower limb use.44 
Paralleling this, the lower limbs of the aborigine individuals in Carlson et al.’s study showed 
relatively low levels of sexual dimorphism.45  
As Králik et al. acknowledged, isolating the precise effects of occupational stresses on 
sexual dimorphism from other factors is challenging.46 Ruff’s and Carlson’s observations that 
degrees of sexual dimorphism seem to vary among populations, though, imply that sexual 
dimorphism in the postcranial skeleton may be partially attributable to culturally mediated labor 
divisions. 
1.4 Directional Asymmetry 
Directional, or bilateral, asymmetry occurs when paired morphological structures on 
either side of the sagittal plane exhibit differences in shape and size.47 Researchers have 
proposed that because bone reacts to external strains through morphological modification, 
directional asymmetry emerges due to mechanical loading from lateralized limb use.48,49 
                                               
42 Ibid, 17. 
43 Ibid, 17. 
44 Ibid, 11. 
45 Ibid, 20. 
46 Králik et al., 181.e12. 
47 Bans Özener “Fluctuating Directional Asymmetry in Young Urban Males: Effect of Heavy 
Working Condition and Socioeconomic Study,” American Journal of Physical Anthropology 143 
(2010), 112. 
48 Richard A. Lazenby, “Skeletal Biology, Functional Asymmetry, and the Origins of 




Remodeling in response to force resistance, then, produces observable variation in bone 
geometry.50 Since modern human populations tend to demonstrate a preference for the use of one 
forelimb over the other (known as handedness), directional asymmetry should favor the more 
heavily loaded side of the upper body. Consequently, evaluating directional asymmetry can aid 
anthropologists in behavioral reconstruction efforts by providing insight into handedness trends 
of past populations. 
 One of the most commonly researched bones in studies of population-level handedness is 
the humerus. Directional asymmetry in both humeral length and breadth is biased to the right, 
reflecting the general predominance of right-handedness among human populations.51 Humeri 
have served as the basis for clinical studies exploring the assumption that directional asymmetry 
arises from lateralized behaviors. Haapasalo et al., for instance, examined the humeri of tennis 
players of different ages and sexes to pinpoint patterns of asymmetry.52 As they predicted, the 
dominant humerus exhibited more development than did its non-dominant counterpart across all 
groups.53 A similar study on humeral morphology among pre- and post-pubescent female tennis 
players found that bone mineral content and resistance to torsion of the dominant humerus were 
greater than those of the non-dominant humerus.54 Using the results of these studies as their 
foundation, additional research has attempted to reconstruct activity from directional asymmetry 
in the humerus. Sládek et al. used calculations of humeral cross-sectional directional asymmetry 
to infer whether or not the transition from the Late Eneolithic to the Early Bronze Age prompted 
                                                                                                                                                       
49 Auerbach & Raxter, 663. 
50 Lazenby, 132. 
51 Auerbach & Raxter, 664. 
52 Haapasalo et al., 866. 
53 Ibid et al., 870. 




a substantial change in socioeconomic organization in Central European populations.55 They 
determined that there were no statistically significant differences in the degrees of directional 
asymmetry between the populations in each time period, implying that there was no radical 
sociocultural shift.56 In his study, Stirland juxtaposed the humeri of males from two medieval 
British sites to potentially elucidate the occupation-related activities of these individuals.57 The 
men from the crew of Henry VIII’s flagship showed greater stress in their humeral dimensions 
than did the men from Norwich, which Stirland argued represented increased levels of activity in 
the former sample.58 
 The humerus is also incredibly important for research focusing on directional asymmetry 
in the upper body because it articulates with the clavicle in the shoulder complex. Not much 
research has been done attempting to reconstruct activity from clavicular asymmetry, but 
because they are involved in similar activities, the humerus is a useful structure with which to 
compare the clavicle. Auerbach and Raxter conducted a study specifically about the relationship 
between clavicular and humeral bilateral asymmetry.59 To accomplish this, they took 
osteometrics from five hundred and nine adult remains from both pre-industrial and industrial 
populations throughout the Holocene for comparative analyses.60 Like the humerus, clavicular 
asymmetry is right-biased in terms of robusticity, but unlike the humerus, it is left-biased in 
terms of length.61 In addition, Auerbach and Raxter found that the diaphyseal breaths of clavicles 
                                               
55 Vladimir Sládek et al., “Human Manipulative Behavior in the Central European Late 
Eneolithic and Early Bronze Age: Humeral Bilateral Asymmetry,” American Journal of Physical 
Anthroplogy 133 (2007), 671.  
56 Ibid, 679. 
57 A.J. Stirland, “Asymmetry and Activity-related Change in the Male Humerus,” International 
Journal of Ostearchaeology 3 (1993), 105. 
58 Ibid, 112. 
59 Auerbach & Raxter, 663. 
60 Ibid, 665. 




were significantly more asymmetric than clavicular lengths.62 Lengths, they explained, are likely 
to be constrained by genetic factors. A study conducted by Schultz showed that overall length 
asymmetry in the humeri of fetuses was right-biased, implying that length asymmetry may be 
congenital and therefore less phenotypically plastic.63 The presence of particularly marked 
directional asymmetry in both humeral and clavicular diaphyseal breadths, however, suggests 
that right-biased robusticity is the consequence of mechanical loading from handedness. The 
results of Auerbach and Raxter’s inter-population comparisons indicating that degrees of 
asymmetry in clavicular diaphyseal breadths varied between the industrial and nonindustrial 
groups further validate the conclusion that occupation-related mechanical loading prompts 
uneven cross-sectional development.64 
 Mays et al.’s research supported Auerbach and Raxter’s findings regarding directional 
asymmetry in clavicular breadths, but they proposed a different explanation for patterns of left-
biased clavicular length asymmetry. Osteometric analyses of remains excavated from a British 
medieval churchyard revealed that length asymmetries were more pronounced in the adults than 
in the juveniles of the sample.65 Accordingly, they contended that mechanical loading does 
contribute to length asymmetries in the clavicle. The ligaments serving to limit the clavicle’s 
movement, they argued, may exert large amounts of pressure on the clavicle during critical 
stages of development, and this pressure possibly retards the growth of long bones.66 Although 
fascinating, Mays et al.’s account cannot be verified without disentangling mechanical from 
                                               
62 Ibid, 670. 
63 A.H. Schultz, “Proportions, variability, and asymmetries of the long bones of the limbs and the 
clavicles in man and apes,” Human Biology 9 (1937), 308. 
64 Auerbach & Raxter, 672. 
65 Mays, 26. 




congenital contributions to asymmetry and without documenting asymmetry in a more diverse 
set of populations.  
1.5 Summary 
 Research demonstrating that bone tissue reacts to mechanical loading in predictable ways 
and that clavicular morphology is responsive to loading justifies investigation into the potential 
of the clavicle for behavioral reconstruction studies. Anthropological literature has supported the 
study of phenomena such as sexual dimorphism and directional asymmetry as possible 
manifestations of mechanical pressures related to behavioral variation. They also suggest that 
inter-population differences in long bone dimensions reflect behavioral distinctions. By applying 
the methods of past research, this study aims to discover more details about the populations 

















2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Mistihalj, Montenegro Population 
 This study uses the clavicles of fifty-five adult individuals (twenty-nine females, twenty-
four males, and one unidentified) excavated from a church cemetery in modern-day Montenegro 
at the medieval site of Mistihalj. The excavation of the cemetery was part of a larger salvage 
archaeology project encompassing five neighboring sites in danger of flooding after the 
construction of a dam and was conducted by Stanford University in partnership with the National 
Museum of Sarajevo in 1967.67  
  Mistihalj is located in the Trebišjica Valley near the major city of Dubrovnik in modern-
day Croatia.68 Situated by the Adriatic Sea, the Trebišjica Valley was host to a diverse set of 
inhabitants at different points in time. The Illyrians were the earliest known occupants of the 
valley.69 Beginning in the third century BC, Greek influences appeared, and approximately two 
centuries later, the Romans conquered the region.70 From the sixth century AD onwards, Slavs 
migrated into the valley and coexisted with local Roman populations.71 By the Medieval Period, 
the individuals who called the Trebišjica Valley their home were the “Vlachs,” who were the 
mixed descendants of Illyrian, Roman, and Slavic settlers.72 The Medieval Vlachs were likely 
pastoral herders that relied on trade with the neighboring city of Dubrovnik and on subsistence 
                                               
67 Patricia Kervick and Margot Iverson, Mistihalj Mediaeval Cemetery, records, from Peabody Museum 










agriculture to survive because the Trebišjica Valley was not amenable to cultivation.73  They 
remained in the region until the Ottomans invaded in the late fifteenth century.74 
 Mistihalj consisted of the Church of St. Nicholas and its adjoining cemetery, which 
contained graves dating from the Medieval Period until the 1970s.75 The medieval graves that 
were excavated by the Stanford-Yugoslav project were primarily concentrated in the southern 
portion of the cemetery.76 The unique style of the medieval grave markers prompted the team to 
attribute them to the Vlachs.77 Known as stećci, these tombstones mostly took the form of 
horizontal limestone slabs that topped the burial pit, which would itself be lined with limestone.78 
With the exception of a few graves, the burial pits generally were only large enough to fit a 
single body.79 In accordance with the Greek Orthodox faith of the Vlachs, the bodies were 
oriented east-west in order to facilitate their resurrection on Judgment Day.80 The majority of 
graves had minimal to no artifacts, and the archaeological team concluded that the grave goods 
likely reflected sentiment rather than status based on their simplicity and rarity.81  
 The Stanford-Yugoslav team excavated three hundred and nine individuals from the 
cemetery over the duration of the project.82 Aging was accomplished using dental eruption and 
suture closure for juvenile skeletons and arthritic developments and landmarks on the pubic 
symphysis for mature skeletons.83 Of the total number of individuals buried in the Mistihalj 
                                               
73 Ibid. 













cemetery, approximately thirty-six percent did not live to see adulthood.84 Because the changes 
occurring in juvenile skeletons are more likely to be developmental than mechanical in origin, 
only adult skeletons were included in the present study. 
 Sexing was attempted for the adult skeletons via observations of sexually dimorphic 
features on the pelvis and skull.85 The ratio of males to females at Mistilhalj was three to two, 
which meant that there was an unusual abundance of men in the cemetery.86 The team explored 
several possible reasons for the excess of males and lack of females at Mistihalj. One plausible 
explanation is that the women of the region were sold to other communities as wives or slaves, a 
practice that was common in nearby Dubrovnik.87 In this scenario, women from Mistihalj were 
being buried elsewhere. The alternative possibility the team considered was that men suffered 
higher mortality rates than did women due to occupation-related hazards.88 As mentioned 
previously, the people of Mistihalj were either pastoral herders or traders. The trading profession 
was dangerous because the journey between Mistihalj and Dubrovnik was arduous and because 
bandits frequented major trade routes.89 The predominance of men in the cemetery, then, would 
reflect gendered occupation distinctions. The skeletons themselves did not exhibit any obvious 
markers that would indicate cause of death, so the team’s inferences were made using historical 
sources.90 
2.2 Comparative Populations 
 For comparative analyses, data from the clavicles of three additional medieval European 
samples were incorporated into the present study. The first set of data was collected by the 











author from a hospital cemetery discovered underneath St. John’s College in Cambridge, 
England.91 The Cambridge Archaeological Unit excavated roughly one thousand three hundred 
burials in total from 2010 to 2012, and investigations are ongoing as part of the “After the 
Plague: Health and History in Medieval Cambridge” project.92 Osteological and historical clues 
imply that the inmates of the hospital were socially, rather than physically, unwell; in other 
words, the Cambridge hospital may have been operating as a poorhouse.93,94 Many hospitals that 
functioned as poorhouses in medieval England tried to “cure” their patients by integrating them 
back into society via the enforcement of manual labor.95 Evidence of nutritional deficiencies as 
well as of long-term physical exertion of the upper body in the Cambridge skeletons supports the 
hypothesis that the hospital in question was an institution that put the poor to work.96 As manual 
laborers in life, the urban Cambridge individuals could provide an interesting contrast to the 
pastoral Mistihalj population. 
 A separate team from Leiden University collected data from the clavicles of the other two 
comparative populations in 2016.97 The first population hailed from Alkmaar, a Dutch city that 
                                               
91 Audrey Choi, “Assessing the Ability of the Clavicle to Reconstruct Activity Patterns of 
Historic Populations,” study abroad dissertation, University of Cambridge, 2017, Apollo 
Database. 
92 Craig Cessford, “The St. John’s Hospital Cemetery and Environs, Cambridge: Contextualizing 
the Medieval Urban Dead,” Archaeoligcal Journal 172 (2015), 52. 
93 Ibid, 62. 
94 Natasha Dodwell, “The Cemetery Population,” in “The St. John’s Hospital Cemetery and 
Environs, Cambridge: Contextualizing the Medieval Urban Dead,” ed. Craig Cessford, 
Archaeological Journal 172 (2015), 100-101. 
95 Ian W. Archer, “Hospitals in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century England,” in Hospitals and 
Institutional Care in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Martin Scheultz et al. 
(Oldenbourg, 2008), 74. 
96 Dodwell, 100-101. 
97 Sarah Inskip et al., “The Key Bone: Exploring the Potential of Clavicle Metrics for 
Understanding Activity Variation in the Netherlands” (presentation, British Association for 




existed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.98 The second population originated from a rural 
community known as Midden-Beemster, which engaged mainly in animal husbandry during the 
Medieval Period.99 Like the Cambridge population, the Alkmaar population presents an 
interesting contrast to the Mistihalj population due to lifestyle differences, but we may expect to 
see similarities between the Midden-Beemster and Mistihalj populations because they both 
specialized in animal husbandry.  
2.3 Methods 
 The eighteen measurements used in this study were taken from Buikstra and Ubelaker,100 
Inskip,101 and Alcina et al.102 For the sake of time, only ten of these measurements were taken by 
hand. A standard protractor, tape measure, and TACKLife digital caliper were employed for 
measurements. The other eight were taken by processing photos of the clavicles through the 
program imagej.103 All measurements are listed in Table 1. To minimize intra-observer error, 
each dimension measured by hand was taken twice. A discrepancy of over half a millimeter 
required a third measurement to be taken and the closest values to subsequently be selected.  
 Prior to analyses, all datasets were tested for normality with the Shapiro Wilk test. Two-
tailed independent samples t-tests for normally distributed data and Mann-Whitney U tests for 
skewed data were carried out to evaluate intra-population sexual dimorphism and to compare 
dimensions across the four sites. Related samples t-tests for normally distributed data and 
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Wilcoxen’s signed ranked tests for skewed data were carried out to quantify degrees of 
directional asymmetry. Statistical significance was determined if p ≤ 0.05. All statistics were 
calculated with IBM SPSS Version 24.   
Table 1: All measurements- those taken using imagej are bolded. 
Region Name Abbreviation Citation 
Whole bone Max clavicle length ML Buikstra and Ubelaker, 
1994 
Sternal end Max superior-inferior diameter S_MSID Inskip, 103 
Max anterior-posterior diameter S_MAPD Inskip, 2013 
Circumference S_CF Inskip et al., 2016 
Maximum depth at medial 
curvature 
S_MDMC Alcina et al., 2015 
Angle at medial curvature S_aMC Alcina et al., 2015 
Medial curvature length S_MC Alcina et al., 2015 
Acromial 
end 
Max superior-inferior diameter A_MSID Inskip, 2013 
Max superior-inferior diameter 
(facet) 
A_MSID_FACET Inskip, 2013 
Max anterior-posterior diameter A_MAPD Inskip, 2013 
Max anterior-posterior diameter 
(facet) 
A_MAPD_FACET Inskip, 2013 
Circumference A_CF Inskip et al., 2016 
Maximum depth at lateral 
curvature 
A_MDLC Alcina et al., 2015 
Angle at lateral curvature A_aLC Alcina et al., 2015 
Lateral curvature length A_LC Alcina et al., 2015 
Midshaft Max superior-inferior diameter M_MSID Inskip, 2013 
Max anterior-posterior diameter M_MAPD Inskip, 2013 
Circumference M_CF Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994 
 
 Dimensions of particular interest for the present study are those representing robusticity 
and length. Research focusing on the development of the clavicle argues that its most sexually 
dimorphic dimensions are those that undergo growth during adolescence.104,105 These dimensions 
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include the sternal and acromial ends106 as well as the maximum lengths and midshaft 
circumferences.107 Studies have also shown that the diaphyseal breadths of long bones are 
especially responsive to mechanical pressures because they are relatively plastic throughout an 
individual’s life, thus making them excellent indicators of activity patterns.108 The influence of 
mechanical loading on length, however, is more contested. Some researchers believe that total 
clavicular length is a function of mechanical forces constraining the growth of the clavicle,109 but 
others contend that clavicular length is genetic in origin.110,111,112 In light of this dispute, the 
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3.1 Sexual Dimorphism 
 Table 2 includes the mean male and female clavicular measurements from the Mistihalj 
population.113 Results of two-tailed independent samples t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests 
indicate that thirty of the total thirty-six measurements encompassing both sides are statistically 
significant, and in all but one of these significant measurements, male values are larger than 
female values. Male clavicles are overall longer, more curved, and more robust than their female 
counterparts. The most statistically significant differences (p ≤ 0.001) occurred for 
measurements of robusticity and length: the maximum lengths of the right and left clavicles, the 
maximum superior-inferior diameters of the left sternal ends, the maximum anterior-posterior 
diameters of the right sternal ends, the circumferences of the right and left sternal ends, the 
maximum superior-inferior diameters of the right and left acromial ends, the circumferences of 
the right and left acromial ends, the maximum superior-inferior diameters of the right and left 
midshafts, the maximum anterior-posterior diameters of the right and left midshafts, and the 
circumferences of the right and left midshafts. The one measurement for which female values are 
larger than male values is the maximum depth of the medial sternal curvature, but other 
measurements related to curvatures are male-biased. 
3.2 Directional Asymmetry 
 Table 3 includes the results of paired samples t-tests and Wilcoxen signed rank tests 
analyzing clavicular directional asymmetry for both sexes from the Mistihalj population. Five 
measurements are significantly asymmetric: the maximum anterior-posterior diameters of the 
sternal ends, the maximum superior-inferior diameters of the acromial ends, the maximum 
anterior-posterior diameters of the acromial ends, the circumferences of the acromial ends, and 
                                               




the circumferences of the midshafts. For all of these dimensions, relative thickness is being 
quantified, and the right value is larger than the left. The population overall does not exhibit 
significant asymmetry for dimensions related to lengths or curvatures.  
Table 4 includes the outcomes of the same tests analyzing directional asymmetry for the 
Mistihalj females. Four measurements are statistically significant: the maximum anterior-
posterior diameters of the sternal ends, the maximum superior-inferior diameters of the acromial 
ends, the circumferences of the acromial ends, and the circumferences of the midshafts. As in the 
case of the entire population, all the significant measurements for females are related to 
clavicular thickness, and the right clavicle is always thicker than the left.  
Table 5 includes the outcomes of the same tests analyzing directional asymmetry for the 
Mistihalj males. Four measurements are statistically significant: the maximum anterior-posterior 
diameters of the sternal ends, the maximum anterior-posterior diameters of the acromial ends, the 
circumferences of the acromial ends, and the circumferences of the midshafts. As in the previous 
two cases, all the significant measurements for males are related to thickness, but interestingly, 
only three out of the four values are right-biased.  
3.3 Mistihalj and Cambridge 
 Table 6 presents the results of two-tailed independent samples t-tests and Mann Whitney-
U tests comparing Mistihalj to Cambridge. Fifteen measurements show statistically significant 
differences between the populations. For all significant dimensions measuring clavicular length, 
Mistihalj clavicles are longer than Cambridge clavicles. For significant dimensions measuring 
clavicular robusticity, the outcomes are mixed. Although the majority of these measurements are 
skewed towards the Cambridge population, the Mistihalj population is larger in terms of 




sternal curvatures of the Cambridge clavicles are more pronounced than those of the Mistihalj 
clavicles.  
Table 7 presents the results of the same tests comparing Mistihalj females to Cambridge 
females. There are nine statistically significant differences in measurements between the 
Mistihalj and Cambridge populations. Right female Mistihalj clavicles are longer on average 
than right female Cambridge clavicles. Furthermore, female Mistihalj clavicles are thicker 
anteriorly-posteriorly at the midshaft than their Cambridge counterparts, but the circumferences 
of Cambridge’s sternal ends, acromial ends, and midshafts are more robust.   
Table 8 presents the results of the same tests comparing the males of Cambridge and 
Mistihalj. Fourteen dimensions yielded statistically significant differences in values between the 
populations. As in the previous two cases, the male Mistihalj clavicles are longer and more 
robust anterior-posteriorly than their Cambridge counterparts. The acromial and midshaft 
circumferences of the male Cambridge clavicles are larger than the corresponding 
circumferences of the male Mistihalj clavicles. Two additional sets of dimensions are statistically 
significant. The acromial facets of the right clavicles are larger for the Mistihalj males than for 
the Cambridge males, but the sternal curvatures of both sides for the Cambridge males are deeper 
than for the Mistihalj males.  
3.4 Mistihalj and Alkmaar 
 Table 9 provides the outcomes of two-tailed independent samples t-tests and Mann 
Whitney-U tests comparing Mistihalj to Alkmaar. Sixteen measurements in total demonstrate 
statistically significant differences between the clavicular dimensions of the two populations. 
Mistihalj clavicles are longer and, for all statistically significant measurements of anterior-




circumferences of Mistihalj clavicles are larger. The Alkmaar clavicles, meanwhile, are thicker 
superior-inferiorly at the sternal and acromial ends, and their sternal circumferences are larger. 
Table 10 provides the outcomes of the same tests comparing the females of both Mistihalj 
and Alkmaar. Fourteen dimensions demonstrate statistically significant differences between the 
populations. The clavicles of Mistihalj females are longer for all statistically significant length-
based dimensions and are more robust anterior-posteriorly at the acromial ends and midshafts 
than their Alkmaar counterparts. As in the previous case, the female Mistihalj clavicles also 
possess larger acromial circumferences, whereas the female Alkmaar clavicles are more robust 
superior-inferiorly at the acromial ends. 
Table 11 provides the outcomes of the same tests comparing the males of the Mistihalj 
and Alkmaar populations. Seven dimensions demonstrate statistically significant differences 
between the two populations. Mistihalj males yielded greater values for the one statistically 
significant length-based measurement than did Alkmaar males. The other dimensions, which 
measure circumferences at the sternal ends and superior-inferior diameters at the acromial ends, 
are skewed towards the Alkmaar males.  
3.5 Mistihalj and Midden-Beemster 
 Table 12 details the results of two-tailed independent samples t-tests and Mann Whitney-
U tests comparing Mistihalj to Midden-Beemster (MB). Ten dimensions are statistically 
significant. MB clavicles are larger in terms of sternal superior-inferior diameters and 
circumferences. Additionally, the acromial ends of MB clavicles are thicker superior-inferiorly 
than their Mistihalj counterparts. The acromial circumferences of the Mistihalj clavicles, on the 




Table 13 details the results of the same tests comparing the females of Mistihalj and MB. 
Twelve dimensions are statistically significant. The sternal and acromial ends of the female MB 
clavicles are more robust in regards to superior-inferior diameters than those of the female 
Mistihalj clavicles. However, the female Mistihalj clavicles are more robust in terms of sternal, 
acromial, and midshaft anterior-posterior diameters and circumferences.  
Table 14 details the results of the same tests comparing the males of Mistihalj and MB. 
Seven dimensions are statistically significant. The left sternal ends of the male MB clavicles are 
larger in regards to circumferences and thicker in regards to superior-inferior diameters. The left 
and right sternal curvatures of the male MB clavicles are also more pronounced than those of 
their Mistihalj counterparts. Additionally, both acromial sides of the male MB clavicles are more 
robust superior-inferiorly. 
3.6 Shape Indices 
 Although helpful, measurements of robusticity taken from different orientations can be 
difficult to interpret when considered in isolation. A number of studies attempting behavioral 
reconstruction have observed that the exertion of forces on long bones can affect their 
shape.114,115,116,117 Shape, as defined by Ruff, is the “distribution of bone about perpendicular 
axes.”118 Research conducted on the clavicle supports these claims by contending that the 
circular shape of the clavicle’s medial two-thirds and the flat shape of its lateral third reflect the 
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unique pressures of associated muscles and ligaments.119 Clavicular shape may therefore be 
useful for inferring relative levels of activity. To quantify shape, the superior-inferior diameters 
of the clavicle’s sternal ends, acromial ends, and midshafts were divided by the corresponding 
anterior-posterior diameters. These shape indices were then compared between Mistihalj and the 
other three populations using two-tailed independent samples t-tests and Mann Whitney U tests. 
 Table 15 juxtaposes the mean sternal, acromial, and midshaft shape indices of Mistihalj 
and Cambridge. Interestingly, there are no statistically significant differences in shape indices 
between these two populations. In terms of overall shape, then, the clavicles of Cambridge and 
Mistihalj are relatively similar. Table 16 juxtaposes the same variables for Mistihalj and 
Alkmaar. Five of the six indices exhibit statistically significant differences between the two 
populations. At the acromial ends and midshafts, Mistihalj clavicles are flatter anterior-
posteriorly than Alkmaar clavicles. At both right and left sternal ends, Alkmaar clavicles are 
more robust superior-inferiorly than Mistihalj clavicles. Table 17 juxtaposes the same variables 
for Mistihalj and Midden-Beemster (MB). Four of the six shape indices exhibit statistically 
significant differences between the populations. As in the case of Mistihalj and Alkmaar, 
Mistihalj clavicles are flatter anterior-posteriorly at the acromial ends, whereas MB clavicles are 
more robust superior-inferiorly at the sternal ends. The two populations share relatively similar 
shapes at their midshafts.   
3.7 Summary 
 In regards to intra-population variables, Mistihalj adheres to expected patterns of sexual 
dimorphism and right-handed directional asymmetry. For the majority of statistically significant 
dimensions, male clavicles are longer, thicker, and more curved than female clavicles. For all 
statistically significant dimensions, right clavicles are thicker than left clavicles. This finding is 
                                               




also observed for both sexes in isolation.  
 In regards to inter-population comparisons, clavicles from Mistihalj possess higher values 
than do clavicles from Cambridge and Alkmaar for all statistically significant length-based 
measurements. Comparisons between Mistihalj and MB, on the other hand, do not yield 
statistically significant differences in terms of total clavicular length. For statistically significant 
measurements of robusticity, the acromial ends of Mistihalj clavicles are thicker anterior-
posteriorly than those of Alkmaar and MB. In addition, the circumferences of Mistihalj’s 
acromial ends are larger than those of Alkmaar and MB but smaller than those of Cambridge. 
Furthermore, comparisons of shape indices indicate that Mistihalj’s sternal ends are rounder and 
its acromial ends are flatter than those of Alkmaar and MB. There are no statistically significant 
differences between the shape indices of Mistihalj and Cambridge, implying that the two 

















 This investigation into the biomechanical impacts of occupation-related activities on bone 
morphology compares the sizes and shapes of clavicles from four medieval populations scattered 
across continental Europe. My thesis aims to complement existing literature about the clavicle by 
contributing additional sets of data for comparative purposes and by quantifying population-level 
clavicular variation. It also intends to provide more detailed information about the society to 
which the individuals in the Mistihalj cemetery belonged. Through the accomplishment of these 
goals, my thesis hopes to touch upon broader anthropological questions addressing how 
sociocultural constructions of identity become biologically embodied.  
4.1 Sexual Dimorphism 
 The results of two-tailed independent samples and Mann-Whitney U tests assessing intra-
population sexual dimorphism indicate that male Mistihalj clavicles are longer, thicker, and more 
curved than their female counterparts. These findings conform to the observations of other 
researchers.120,121,122 There is not much research exploring the potential variables responsible for 
the manifestation of sexual dimorphism in the clavicle, but it is possible to speculate based on 
research conducted on sexual dimorphism in similar skeletal structures.  
By referencing other bones, Králík et al. contended that clavicular dimorphism is partially 
the result of sex-specific growth patterns during adolescence.123 Although it achieves its adult 
morphology in-utero, the clavicle is the last bone in the human body to ossify, so growth 
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continues well into adolescence and early adulthood.124 This growth occurs mostly at the sternal 
and acromial ends of the clavicle,125 but researchers also reported belated growth in maximum 
lengths and midshaft circumferences.126 These areas of the clavicle might be especially 
dimorphic. The results of the present study somewhat support this theory. Following the example 
of Alcina et al., the difference between mean male and female values was divided by the mean 
male value and multiplied by one-hundred to calculate an index representing the degree of sexual 
dimorphism for the corresponding dimension in the Mistihalj population.127 Less sexually 
dimorphic dimensions yield values closer to zero. Figure 1 lists these indices.128 The dimension 
that is the most dimorphic is the maximum superior-inferior diameter of the right midshaft, 
which is consistent with the growth patterns outlined previously. However, certain dimensions 
relating to curvatures, which are thought to be formed prior to birth, show greater degrees of 
dimorphism than do many sternal and acromial dimensions. Moreover, maximum clavicular 
lengths exhibit low dimorphism within the Mistihalj population. Although sex-specific growth 
patterns are undeniably significant factors in the manifestation of clavicular sexual dimorphism, 
additional factors are clearly involved.  
Culturally imposed gender norms may also play a role in the manifestation of clavicular 
sexual dimorphism. Determining the extent to which gender norms influence sexual dimorphism 
within Mistihalj is possible through inter-population comparisons. To estimate the total degree of 
sexual dimorphism for each population, an adjusted version of Alcina et al.’s sexual dimorphism 
index was calculated by dividing the sum of all the differences between mean male and female 
values by the sum of all male values and multiplying the result by one hundred. Prior to final 
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calculations, the absolute values of the differences between the male and female means were 
taken to eliminate any male-oriented biases. A comparison of these indices across the four 
populations can be found in Figure 2.129 
Overall, all four populations exhibit marked sexual dimorphism. Unexpectedly, Alkmaar 
is considerably more dimorphic than Mistihalj and Cambridge. Although purely speculative, one 
explanation for this finding involves the distinct contexts in which Mistihalj, Cambridge, and 
Alkmaar were situated. During the Medieval Period, Alkmaar was a wealthy trade center of 
Holland.130 Alkmaar’s success may have permitted certain groups of individuals, such as women, 
to be more leisurely because the entire population was not required to participate in the labor 
market to keep the community afloat, which may have resulted in more pronounced sexual 
dimorphism. Meanwhile, the members of the Cambridge population were patients at a hospital 
dedicated to reforming social outcasts.131,132 The hospital probably did not distinguish too greatly 
between male and female patients when doling out manual tasks. In the case of Mistihalj, the 
poor agricultural conditions of the Trebišjica Valley may have stunted the economic prosperity 
of the community, so men and women may have engaged in similar activities for survival. More 
research on the gender dynamics in each of these historical contexts is necessary before drawing 
any definitive conclusions, however. 
Something to consider when examining these results is the potential interference of 
sample bias, particularly for data from Mistihalj. Data collection prioritized the selection of 
individuals who displayed more obvious signs of sexual dimorphism and could therefore be 
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more easily sexed. A major consequence of this decision is the exclusion of more gracile males 
and more robust females. Estimates of sexual dimorphism within Mistihalj, then, may not be as 
balanced.  
4.2 Directional Asymmetry 
  Patterns of directional asymmetry within the Mistihalj population align with those seen in 
populations that are predominantly right-handed.133,134 The significant dimensions identified by 
paired samples t-tests and Wilcoxen signed rank tests, which all measure robusticity, favor the 
right clavicle. A bias for the right clavicle in terms of robusticity can also be observed when 
Mistihalj females and males are subjected to statistical testing separately. This finding implies 
that the right shoulders of the Mistihalj individuals were more heavily loaded than their left 
shoulders.  
 Another characteristic of right-handed directional asymmetry is the greater length of the 
left clavicle relative to the right clavicle. Interestingly, clavicular length is not significantly 
asymmetric within the Mistihalj population. The lack of significant length asymmetry in 
Mistihalj supports Auerbach and Raxter’s conclusion that clavicular lengths are less responsive 
to loading than are diaphyseal breadths.135 Studies on humeral asymmetry, for instance, have 
suggested that long bone length is largely controlled by genetic variables.136,137,138 Additionally, 
long bone lengths typically cease growing at some point in an individual’s life, whereas long 
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bone diaphyseal breadths can continue fluctuating for longer periods of time.139 The clavicle may 
operate similarly.  
 A handful of studies have demonstrated that population-level differences in degrees of 
asymmetry are at least partially attributable to behavioral variation.140,141 To evaluate these 
differences, a directional asymmetry index was calculated based on Auerbach and Raxter’s 
research142 for each population by dividing the sum of the differences between the right and left 
mean values by the sum of the averages of the right and left mean values for all dimensions. The 
resulting number was then multiplied by one hundred. Prior to final calculations, the absolute 
values of the differences between the right and left means were taken to eliminate any directional 
biases. Figure 3 details these values.143  
The two pastoral populations (Mistihalj and MB) show lower degrees of directional 
asymmetry than do the two urban populations (Cambridge and Alkmaar). Auerbach and Raxter 
proposed two hypotheses to rationalize the relatively low degrees of directional asymmetry 
found in agricultural groups. Firstly, they hypothesized that agriculturalists participated in more 
bilaterally equivalent activities than did other subsistence groups.144 They also suggested that 
agricultural populations exhibit less directional asymmetry than do other populations even if they 
engaged in similarly asymmetric activities because agricultural populations were exposed to 
comparatively less stress.145 This is supported by historical and archaeological evidence that 
agricultural groups tended to be more sedentary than subsistence groups such as hunter-
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gatherers.146 This reasoning makes sense when comparing the pastoral communities of Mistihalj 
and MB to the urban hospital community of Cambridge. The individuals buried at the Cambridge 
hospital cemetery experienced especially elevated levels of physical stress because they were 
manual laborers, perhaps explaining their relatively high levels of directional asymmetry.  
However, Alkmaar displays the highest level of directional asymmetry of the four 
populations even though it was also agricultural. One way to interpret this discrepancy is by 
considering the diversity of activities available to the Alkmaar population. In addition to 
agriculture, the medieval inhabitants of Alkmaar occupied themselves in a number of specialized 
crafts, such as cheese making.147 These crafting activities may have required an individual to 
employ one side of the body over the other more often. More research quantifying degrees of 
directional asymmetry in individuals of various occupational backgrounds would help 
substantiate these claims.  
The inconsistences of the directional asymmetry trends identified in this study emphasize 
the crucial point made by Auerbach and Raxter that researchers should not generalize the activity 
patterns of broad subsistence categories.148 They also remind researchers that the composition of 
the populations being sampled may skew results.149 Not much is known about the social statuses 
of the individuals being studied from Mistihalj, Alkmaar, and MB, so there is a chance that the 
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4.3 Inter-population Comparisons: Dimensions and Shape Indices 
 Figures 4, 5, and 6 compare the statistically significant dimensions of Mistihalj with 
those of Cambridge, Alkmaar, and Midden-Beemster (MB), respectively.150 A few patterns 
emerge consistently from these comparisons. Firstly, Mistihalj clavicles are longer than 
Cambridge and Alkmaar clavicles in terms of total lengths and sternal curvature lengths. There 
are no statistically significant differences between the total clavicular lengths of Mistihalj and 
MB, however. Length-based discrepancies between Mistihalj and MB only occur for right sternal 
curvature lengths in comparisons of the populations as a whole and of the females. As mentioned 
previously, the specific causes of long bone length variation are mysterious. Although some have 
attempted to link clavicular length to mechanical loading,151 most researchers reference studies 
of fetuses and young children to contend that long bone length is dependent upon genetic 
factors.152,153,154 A means of inquiring further into this matter is by studying the relationship 
between body size and clavicular length, about which not much is known.155 Unfortunately, the 
average statures of the populations being studied were not available at the time of data collection, 
but Inskip et al. remark that the individuals from MB were notably large in regards to body 
size.156 In addition, past comparisons among the clavicles of Cambridge, Alkmaar, and MB 
indicated that MB possessed the highest values in terms of total clavicular lengths.157 If 
clavicular length is indeed a function of stature, the absence of statistically significant total 
length-based differences between Mistihalj and MB could imply that the former population 
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shared a similar average body size with the latter population. Assessing stature is unfortunately 
beyond the scope of the present study, but the possible influence of stature variation as a 
confounding factor should be considered when interpreting these results.  
 Secondly, Mistihalj is significantly larger in terms of all statistically significant 
dimensions measuring anterior-posterior breadth across the populations. The acromial 
circumferences of Mistihalj’s clavicles are also larger than those of Alkmaar and MB but smaller 
than those of Cambridge. To further understand these findings, shape indices were calculated 
upon the recommendation of researchers who noticed that long bone shape was responsive to 
mechanical forces.158,159,160,161 There are no statistically significant differences between the shape 
indices of Mistihalj and Cambridge. Meanwhile, Mistihalj is rounder than Alkmaar and Midden-
Beemster for all statistically significant sternal indices and wider anterior-posteriorly for all 
statistically significant acromial indices. The circular shape of the sternal end reflects the axial 
pressures it experiences, whereas the flatter shape of the acromial end reflects the pull of 
associated muscles and ligaments during movement.162 Consequently, a pronounced roundness 
of the sternal end or a pronounced flatness of the acromial end might be the result of elevated 
strains on the clavicle. Supporting this conjecture are the findings of inter-population 
comparisons from the author’s previous study, which revealed that the acromial ends of the 
Cambridge clavicles were flatter than those of the other two populations.163 The Cambridge 
population consisted primarily of manual laborers who endured considerable physical strains that 
may have magnified the pulling effects of muscles and ligaments on the acromial ends of their 
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clavicles. The similarities between the overall clavicular shapes of Mistihalj and Cambridge 
suggest that the individuals of Mistihalj exerted their upper bodies as intensively as did the 
manual laborers of Cambridge. Although hailing from a background distinct from that of the 
Cambridge population, the Mistihalj population may have needed to work as vigorously to fulfill 
its needs in an environment hostile to agriculture.  
 As informative as they are, these comparisons are inevitably biased against activities that 
involve the lower body. Populations that experienced an equivalent amount of overall physical 
stress but limited most of this stress to the lower body will misleadingly appear less active in a 
study focusing on the movements of the upper body. Researchers should therefore recognize that 




















The objectives of this study were to quantify intra-population sexual dimorphism and 
directional asymmetry and to facilitate inter-population comparisons among the clavicles of four 
medieval European populations. It also intended to demonstrate the value of the clavicle for 
research reconstructing past behaviors. The pursuit of these objectives yielded the following 
conclusions: 
1) Patterns of sexual dimorphism observed in the Mistihalj population were consistent 
with those observed in other populations. 
2) Patterns of directional asymmetry observed in the Mistihalj population were consistent 
with those observed in predominantly right-handed populations. 
3) The sexual dimorphism of clavicular dimensions within the Mistihalj population is 
only partially attributable to sex-specific growth patterns.  
4) Degrees of sexual dimorphism may be dependent upon the unique socioeconomic 
context of each population. The wealth of Alkmaar may have heightened the distinctions 
between men’s and women’s tasks. Mistihalj and Cambridge, on the other hand, hailed 
from contexts in which more equal participation of the sexes in work was prioritized 
either for survival or for social reform.  
5) In this study, the two pastoral communities show relatively low levels of directional 
asymmetry, but the agricultural community of Alkmaar shows relatively elevated levels 
of directional asymmetry. Although it is classified as agricultural, Alkmaar’s inhabitants 




frequently. This finding should remind researchers to not exclusively rely upon 
generalizations about a subsistence group’s activity patterns. 
6) Mistihalj, a pastoral population, and Cambridge, an urban population of manual 
laborers, show more pronounced signs of muscular exertion on their clavicles than do the 
clavicles of the other two populations. The similarities between the overall shapes of 
Mistihalj’s and Cambridge’s clavicles may suggest that the inhabitants of Mistihalj 
experienced just as much physical stress in their shoulders as did the inhabitants of  
Cambridge.  
Future Directions  
 In addition to accumulating more knowledge about the populations under examination, 
this study hoped to raise questions that would encourage increased research on the clavicle. 
Firstly, more work needs to be done identifying and isolating the variables that contribute to 
clavicular morphology. Clavicular length, for instance, requires further investigation to pinpoint 
its exact causes. Secondly, the indices used in this study are not adjusted for stature because the 
relationship between clavicular morphology and body size has yet to be determined. Future 
research should attempt to explore how the clavicle fits in proportionately with the rest of the 
body. Thirdly, studies aiming to reconstruct activity patterns from biomechanical evidence 
should observe the effects of a broader set of activities on long bone morphology. The results of 
these studies can be referenced in conjunction with historical research by anthropologists to 
make more precise inferences about the behaviors of past populations, which would help 
eliminate the need to rely on overly general categories. Finally, future research should aim to 
complement studies of biomechanical loading on the upper body with studies of the same 




activity patterns. Likewise, the clavicle in isolation cannot tell the whole story of the upper body. 
Studies attempting behavioral reconstruction using the upper body should try to correlate data on 
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APPENDIX I: Digital Measurement Reference 
 Provided below is a visualization of the measurements taken with imagej. First, the scale 
of measurement was set according to the reference included in the picture. A straight, segmented 
line was then drawn from the start to the end of a given dimension, and a value was derived by 
measuring the length of this line.  
 
 
Right clavicle, superior view. Blue – ML; red – S_MAPD; green – S_MDMC; yellow – S_MC; purple – A_MAPD; 




APPENDIX II: RESULTS TABLES 
Table 2: Numbers, means, standard deviations, standard error means, p-values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the clavicle for males and 
females in the Mistihalj cemetery. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Sex N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right F 27 145.9071 7.55760 2.85650 .001 45  430.5 
M 20 147.1500 11.70299 5.23374 
ML-left F 25 141.8564 8.73051 1.74610 <.001 44 -4.299  
M 21 155.0629 12.06151 2.63204 
S_MSID-right F 27 22.8929 3.43005 1.29644 .001 45  426.0 
M 20 23.3380 1.92111 .85915 
S_MSID-left F 24 21.1642 3.18319 .64977 .001 43 -3.645  
M 21 24.9900 3.85657 .84157 
S_MAPD-right F 28 22.0693 2.51294 .47490 .001 47 -3.480  
M 21 25.0457 3.47960 .75931 
S_MAPD-left F 26 20.8765 2.29811 .45070 .008 46 -2.793  
M 22 23.5364 4.16952 .88895 
S_CF-right F 21 63.0238 8.24580 1.79938 <.001 37 -5.158  
M 18 76.7778 8.36743 1.97222 
S_CF-left F 27 65.1429 5.65106 2.13590 <.001 39  359.5 
M 20 72.0500 5.37471 2.40364 
S_MDMC-right F 29 18.3557 3.20749 1.21232 .832 52  345.0 
M 23 17.2920 3.01286 1.34739 
S_MDMC-left F 26 15.6154 3.66690 .71914 .182 46 -1.355  
M 22 16.9091 2.79300 .59547 
S_aMC-right F 29 19.9483 3.60702 .66981 .537 51 .621  























M 24 18.4167 3.44969 .70417 
S_MC-right F 29 100.1466 8.08208 1.50080 .392 50 .864  
M 23 109.7852 11.32678 2.36180 
S_MC-left F 26 101.2446 8.28324 1.62448 .005 45 -2.958  
M 21 109.8695 11.68393 2.54964 
A_MSID-right F 27 10.0474 1.42201 .27367 <.001 49 -4.278  
M 24 11.9375 1.73151 .35344 
A_MSID-left F 26 9.4819 1.21191 .23768 <.001 48 -5.075  
M 24 11.7125 1.85332 .37831 
A_MSID_FACET-
right 
F 23 10.5904 2.06460 .43050 .004 38 -3.073  
M 17 12.4771 1.69909 .41209 
A_MSID_FACET-left F 20 10.4595 1.63691 .36603 .017 35 -2.503  
M 17 11.9259 1.92758 .46751 
A_MAPD-right F 28 21.7786 3.53298 .66767 .004 47 -2.995  
M 21 25.0595 4.12155 .89940 
A_MAPD-left F 27 21.2907 3.49453 .67252 .044 47 -2.070  
M 22 23.6059 4.33857 .92499 
A_MAPD_FACET-
right 
F 16 16.0388 2.74410 .68603 .004 32 -3.077  
M 18 18.9639 2.78691 .65688 
A_MAPD_FACET-
left 
F 17 16.9429 2.19722 .83047 .007 32  221.0 
M 15 17.5280 3.06740 1.37178 
A_CF-right F 25 52.7900 6.50628 1.30126 <.001 47 -4.144  
M 24 60.8688 7.13468 1.45636 
A_CF-left F 26 50.0577 5.32274 1.04387 <.001 46 -4.549  




A_MDLC-right F 28 11.3236 3.39986 .64251 .082 48 -1.774  
M 22 12.8859 2.64351 .56360 
A_MDLC-left F 26 10.7358 2.86721 .56231 .009 46 -2.729  
M 22 13.1532 3.27042 .69726 
A_aLC-right F 27 21.8981 6.34060 1.22025 .003 49 -3.118  
M 24 27.0104 5.22717 1.06699 
A_aLC-left F 26 21.9519 5.61561 1.10131 .030 47 -2.238  
M 23 25.5543 5.63167 1.17428 
A_LC-right F 28 75.0314 7.53950 1.42483 .041 48 -2.097  
M 22 80.9618 12.33748 2.63036 
A_LC-left F 26 76.6477 10.32366 2.02464 .087 46 -1.751  
M 22 82.1882 11.59898 2.47291 
M_MSID-right F 29 9.3621 1.49701 .27799 <.001 51 -6.182  
M 24 11.7125 1.21725 .24847 
M_MSID-left F 28 9.4439 1.10798 .20939 <.001 50 -4.311  
M 24 11.1425 1.70896 .34884 
M_MAPD-right F 29 12.1103 1.69277 .31434 <.001 50 -4.133  
M 23 14.0235 1.61199 .33612 
M_MAPD-left F 27 11.7833 1.28565 .24742 <.001 48 -4.735  
M 23 13.7596 1.66335 .34683 
M_CF-right F 29 35.1429 2.92567 1.10580 <.001 51  655.0 
M 24 40.3000 2.20369 .98552 
M_CF-left 1 28 32.8661 2.83046 .53491 <.001 50 -6.789  






Table 3: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the left and right clavicles from the Mistihalj 
population. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
Pair 1 ML-right 146.7437 43 12.61679 1.92404 .397 42 -.855  
ML-left 147.6851 43 12.18911 1.85882 
Pair 2 S_MSID-right 23.1326 42 3.95672 .61053 .348 41 .949  
S_MSID-left 22.7831 42 4.05114 .62510 
Pair 3 S_MAPD-right 23.3136 46 2.84245 .60601 >.001 45  211.5 
S_MAPD-left 22.6573 46 3.50415 .68722 
Pair 4 S_CF-right 69.9924 33 10.97182 1.90995 .055 32 1.991  
S_CF-left 68.1742 33 11.17850 1.94593 
Pair 5 S_MDMC-right 16.8604 49 3.04134 .43448 .065 48 1.885  
S_MDMC-left 16.1837 49 3.29566 .47081 
Pair 6 S_aMC-right 19.6716 51 3.94826 .55287 .201 50 1.295  
S-aMC-left 19.0931 51 3.74799 .52482 
Pair 7 S_MC-right 105.7750 47 11.84986 2.52640 .751 46  594.0 
S_MC-left 107.5215 47 10.07027 1.97494 
Pair 8 A_MSID-right 10.9759 51 1.74141 .37127 .003 50  979.0 
A_MSID-left 10.7265 51 2.07795 .40752 
Pair 9 A_MSID_FACET-right 11.4427 30 2.11153 .38551 .149 29 1.483  
A_MSID_FACET-left 11.0663 30 1.75810 .32098 
Pair 10 A_MAPD-right 23.3988 48 4.08591 .58975 .038 47 2.131  
A_MAPD-left 22.4169 48 4.24349 .61250 
Pair 11 A_MAPD_FACET-right 17.5295 21 3.32290 .72512 .453 20 .766  
A_MAPD_FACET-left   17.1043 21 2.42545 .52928 
Pair 12 A_CF-right 56.9702 47 7.73142 1.12774 .001 46 3.519  























A_MDLC-left 11.8850 48 3.20572 .46271 
Pair 14 A_aLC-right 24.2000 50 6.39635 .90458 .443 49 .774  
A_aLC-left 23.4900 50 5.89317 .83342 
Pair 15 A_LC-right 78.4156 48 11.06437 1.59700 .645 47 -.464  
A_LC-left 79.1777 48 11.16614 1.61169 
Pair 16 M_MSID-right 10.4811 53 1.76625 .24261 .245 52 1.175  
M_MSID-left 10.2434 53 1.63063 .22398 
Pair 17 M_MAPD-right 13.1382 51 1.72026 .36676 .073 50  471.5 
M_MAPD-left 12.9835 51 1.85020 .36285 
Pair 18 M_CF-right 36.6981 53 4.30713 .59163 <.001 52 4.606  














Table 4: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for female dimensions of the left and right clavicles from the Mistihalj 
population. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test.  
 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
p df t u 
Pair 1 ML-right 141.8800 24 9.64166 1.96810 .830 23 -.217  
ML-left 142.1908 24 8.75317 1.78673 
Pair 2 S_MSID-right 22.8010 23 2.86167 .90494 .447 22  113.0 
S_MSID-left 21.7480 23 3.34371 .86334 
Pair 3 S_MAPD-right 22.4548 25 2.37000 .47400 .009 24 2.860  
S_MAPD-left 21.0588 25 2.14515 .42903 
Pair 4 S_CF-right 63.0441 17 8.96183 2.17356 .404 16 .857  
S_CF-left 61.9853 17 7.93601 1.92476 
Pair 5 S_MDMC-right 16.6465 26 3.48172 .68282 .369 25 .915  
S_MDMC-left 16.1338 26 3.57043 .70022 
Pair 6 S_aMC-right 20.2788 26 3.56113 .69839 .417 25 .825  
S-aMC-left 19.8269 26 3.97792 .78013 
Pair 7 S_MC-right 100.6835 26 8.31081 1.62988 .594 25 -.539  
S_MC-left 101.2446 26 8.28324 1.62448 
Pair 8 A_MSID-right 10.0450 26 1.45011 .28439 .004 25 3.133  
A_MSID-left 9.4819 26 1.21191 .23768 
Pair 9 A_MSID_FACET-right 11.2930 17 2.30825 .72993 .981 16  76.0 
A_MSID_FACET-left 10.6533 17 1.84621 .47669 
Pair 10 A_MAPD-right 21.8952 27 3.54495 .68223 .326 26 1.001  
A_MAPD-left 21.2907 27 3.49453 .67252 
Pair 11 A_MAPD_FACET-right 16.3282 11 3.01342 .90858 .262 10 -1.188  
A_MAPD_FACET-left 16.9073 11 2.50374 .75491 
Pair 12 A_CF-right 53.0625 24 6.49885 1.32657 .007 23 2.941  






















A_MDLC-left 12.3807 26 2.37759 .61389 
Pair 14 A_aLC-right 22.1154 26 6.36287 1.24786 .907 25 .118  
A_aLC-left 21.9519 26 5.61561 1.10131 
Pair 15 A_LC-right 75.2900 26 7.76712 1.52326 .446 25 -.774  
A_LC-left 76.6477 26 10.32366 2.02464 
Pair 16 M_MSID-right 9.4189 28 1.49224 .28201 .927 27 -.093  
M_MSID-left 9.4439 28 1.10798 .20939 
Pair 17 M_MAPD-right 12.1930 27 1.71699 .33044 .096 26 1.725  
M_MAPD-left 11.7833 27 1.28565 .24742 
Pair 18 M_CF-right 33.6875 28 3.02660 .57197 .031 27 2.276  














Table 5: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for male dimensions of the left and right clavicles from the Mistihalj 
population. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
Pair 1 ML-right 152.8874 19 13.46332 3.08870 .331 18 -1.000  
ML-left 154.6253 19 12.55713 2.88080 
Pair 2 S_MSID-right 24.5118 19 3.62490 1.09295 .248 18  59.0 
S_MSID-left 24.9036 19 3.13218 .94439 
Pair 3 S_MAPD-right 23.9991 21 3.24305 .97782 .008 20  39.0 
S_MAPD-left 24.9436 21 3.69289 1.11345 
Pair 4 S_CF-right 74.3409 16 6.93386 2.09064 .094 15  30.5 
S_CF-left 74.5682 16 8.55650 2.57988 
Pair 5 S_MDMC-right 17.1000 22 2.56712 .54731 .507 21 -.674  
S_MDMC-left 17.3950 22 2.66546 .56828 
Pair 6 S_aMC-right 19.2813 24 4.21134 .85964 .252 23 1.175  
S-aMC-left 18.4167 24 3.44969 .70417 
Pair 7 S_MC-right 109.5533 21 10.60441 2.31407 .877 20 -.157  
S_MC-left 109.8695 21 11.68393 2.54964 
Pair 8 A_MSID-right 11.7164 24 1.61084 .48569 .189 23  104.0 
A_MSID-left 12.1845 24 2.11735 .63841 
Pair 9 A_MSID_FACET-right 12.1633 12 1.83328 .52922 .245 11 1.229  
A_MSID_FACET-left 11.6108 12 1.84885 .53372 
Pair 10 A_MAPD-right 25.2890 20 4.08867 .91425 .013 19 2.744  
A_MAPD-left 23.4800 20 4.52125 1.01098 
Pair 11 A_MAPD_FACET-right 18.8510 10 3.27766 1.03649 .139 9 1.623  
A_MAPD_FACET-left 17.3210 10 2.45112 .77511 
Pair 12 A_CF-right 60.9818 22 6.99363 1.49105 .031 21 2.314  























A_MDLC-left 13.4633 21 3.00140 .65496 
Pair 14 A_aLC-right 26.9457 23 5.33479 1.11238 .276 22 1.117  
A_aLC-left 25.5543 23 5.63167 1.17428 
Pair 15 A_LC-right 81.0690 21 12.63165 2.75645 .590 20 -.547  
A_LC-left 82.5619 21 11.74891 2.56382 
Pair 16 M_MSID-right 11.7125 24 1.21725 .24847 .079 23 1.837  
M_MSID-left 11.1425 24 1.70896 .34884 
Pair 17 M_MAPD-right 13.4764 23 1.70917 .51533 .412 22  111.0 
M_MAPD-left 14.4445 23 1.39418 .42036 
Pair 18 M_CF-right 40.0104 24 2.77555 .56656 <.001 23 4.418  














Table 6: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male and female clavicles from the Mistihalj 
and Cambridge populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 48 146.7600 12.91375 1.86394 .002 73 3.140  
Cambridge 27 137.9352 9.04412 1.74054 
ML-left Mistihalj 46 147.8854 12.22881 1.80304 .037 78 2.126  
Cambridge 34 142.3824 10.27818 1.76269 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 48 23.0567 3.82512 .55211 .665 71 .435  
Cambridge 25 22.6564 3.54196 .70839 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 45 22.9496 3.97278 .59223 .932 72 -.085  
Cambridge 29 23.0321 4.18782 .77766 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.3948 3.27347 .46294 .080 72 1.775  
Cambridge 24 21.8321 4.06697 .83017 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 48 22.0956 3.51720 .50766 .035 76 2.146  
Cambridge 30 20.3920 3.22990 .58970 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 40 69.6750 10.77393 1.70351 .004 61 -2.960  
Cambridge 23 77.6087 9.22719 1.92400 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 41 67.8902 10.21045 1.59460 .007 64 -2.774  
Cambridge 25 74.7600 8.95954 1.79191 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 53 16.6737 3.11257 .43164 .067 82  624.0 
Cambridge 31 18.2708 2.33116 .47585 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 49 16.6933 3.18743 .45535 .064 82 -1.879  
Cambridge 35 17.9571 2.81898 .47649 
S-aMC-right Mistihalj 54 19.4906 3.95709 .54355 .002 83  495.5 
Cambridge 31 22.4052 4.06444 .75475 
S-aMC-left Mistihalj 51 19.0931 3.74799 .52482 .002 84 -3.208  






















Cambridge 29 98.3190 7.60988 1.41312 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 47 105.0983 10.74382 1.56715 .920 80 -.101  
Cambridge 35 105.3429 10.95916 1.85244 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 52 10.9902 1.84956 .25649 .264 85 1.124  
Cambridge 35 10.5523 1.67500 .28313 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 51 10.5618 1.88694 .26422 .839 89 .203  
Cambridge 40 10.4833 1.75106 .27687 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 41 11.4029 2.09133 .32661 .046 69 2.029  
Cambridge 30 10.3183 2.39699 .43763 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 38 11.1474 1.87731 .30454 .292 71 1.061  
Cambridge 35 10.5954 2.54077 .42947 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.2448 4.07778 .57668 .440 82 .776  
Cambridge 34 22.5679 3.68994 .63282 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 50 22.5148 4.19245 .59290 .974 88 .033  
Cambridge 40 22.4880 3.43064 .54243 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 35 17.7977 3.29940 .55770 .064 61 1.886  
Cambridge 28 16.2675 3.07215 .58058 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 32 16.4909 3.04966 .53911 .510 62 -.662  
Cambridge 32 17.0919 4.12774 .72969 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 50 56.8620 7.84851 1.10995 .005 82 -2.854  
Cambridge 34 61.5735 6.75001 1.15762 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 49 54.1735 7.73877 1.10554 <.001 87 -4.249  
Cambridge 40 61.1688 7.71038 1.21912 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 51 11.9402 3.16765 .44356 .883 84 -.148  




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 49 11.7780 3.25945 .46564 .886 87 .143  
Cambridge 40 11.6813 3.05557 .48313 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 52 24.1298 6.39575 .88693 .568 85 -.573  
Cambridge 35 25.0214 8.07328 1.36463 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 50 23.4900 5.89317 .83342 .626 88 -.488  
Cambridge 40 24.2250 8.36101 1.32199 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 51 78.1569 10.81081 1.51382 .739 84 -.334  
Cambridge 35 78.8571 7.28775 1.23186 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 49 79.0790 11.07080 1.58154 .383 87 -.876  
Cambridge 40 80.8938 7.74180 1.22409 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 54 10.4309 1.78798 .24331 .887 79 .142  
Cambridge 27 10.3741 1.49145 .28703 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 53 10.2342 1.64516 .22814 .934 85 891.5  
Cambridge 34 10.1150 1.27822 .26091 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 53 13.0053 1.91601 .26318 .008 78 2.724  
Cambridge 27 11.7611 1.96323 .37782 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 51 12.7143 1.75257 .24541 .019 83 2.396  
Cambridge 34 11.7841 1.75470 .30093 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 54 36.5463 4.40975 .60009 <.001 79 -6.302  
Cambridge 27 42.7870 3.74018 .71980 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 53 35.5425 4.08466 .56107 <.001 85 -7.811  








Table 7: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the female clavicles from the Mistihalj and 
Cambridge populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 27 141.2133 9.89208 2.15863 .009 36  229.0 
Cambridge 11 132.0833 8.75452 3.57402 
ML-left Mistihalj 25 141.8564 8.73051 1.74610 .062 35 1.928  
Cambridge 12 136.1458 7.74924 2.23701 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 21.3638 3.1200 .61188 .468 35  113.0 
Cambridge 10 21.6613 3.71766 1.31439 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 21.1642 3.18319 .64977 .846 32 -.195  
Cambridge 10 21.4160 3.97313 1.25641 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 22.0693 2.51294 .47490 .085 35 1.773  
Cambridge 9 20.1644 3.61652 1.20551 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 26 20.8765 2.29811 .45070 .443 34 .777  
Cambridge 10 20.0590 3.94158 1.24644 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 21 63.0238 8.24580 1.79938 .002 27 -3.402  
Cambridge 8 74.0000 6.18610 2.18712 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 23 62.8671 6.92124 1.51034 .002 29  26.0 
Cambridge 8 73.3750 6.48990 2.64949 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 29 16.5652 3.32352 .61716 .920 38 -.101  
Cambridge 11 16.6818 3.06001 .92263 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 26 16.1338 3.57043 .70022 .502 36 -.677  
Cambridge 12 16.8750 1.78536 .51539 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 29 19.9483 3.60702 .66981 .098 38 -1.698  
Cambridge 11 22.3182 4.75801 1.43459 
S-aMC-left Mistihalj 26 19.8269 3.97792 .78013 .235 36 -1.207  






















Cambridge 11 92.5833 8.04777 3.28549 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 26 101.2446 8.28324 1.62448 .728 36 .351  
Cambridge 12 100.2292 8.31309 2.39978 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 10.0474 1.42201 .27367 .164 37 1.421  
Cambridge 12 9.3683 1.26616 .36551 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 26 9.4819 1.21191 .23768 .329 39 -.989  
Cambridge 15 9.8540 1.06298 .27446 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 23 10.5904 2.06460 .43050 .120 31 1.597  
Cambridge 10 9.3500 2.01602 .63752 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 20 10.4595 1.63691 .36603 .795 30 .262  
Cambridge 12 10.2725 2.40108 .69313 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 21.7786 3.53298 .66767 .206 38 1.287  
Cambridge 12 20.1983 3.62449 1.04630 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 21.2907 3.49453 .67252 .244 40 1.183  
Cambridge 15 20.0093 3.10265 .80110 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 16 16.0388 2.74410 .68603 .195 22 1.337  
Cambridge 8 14.5625 2.07445 .73343 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 15.3359 2.98943 .72504 .909 26 .115  
Cambridge 11 15.2082 2.63419 .79424 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 25 52.7900 6.50628 1.30126 .057 35 -1.968  
Cambridge 12 57.1042 5.62205 1.62295 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 26 50.0577 5.32274 1.04387 .001 39 -3.498  
Cambridge 15 56.0333 5.17193 1.33539 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 28 11.3236 3.39986 .64251 .501 38 .680  




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 26 10.7358 2.86721 .56231 .554 39 .598  
Cambridge 15 10.2333 2.01217 .51954 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 27 21.8981 6.34060 1.22025 .287 37 -1.080  
Cambridge 12 24.3333 6.85510 1.97890 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 26 21.9519 5.61561 1.10131 .203 39 -1.294  
Cambridge 15 25.0167 9.60723 2.48058 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 28 75.0314 7.53950 1.42483 .717 38 -.365  
Cambridge 12 76.0625 9.56623 2.76153 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 26 76.6477 10.32366 2.02464 .867 39 .169  
Cambridge 15 76.1500 6.32583 1.63332 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 29 9.3621 1.49701 .27799 .942 38 .073  
Cambridge 11 9.3255 1.13911 .34345 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 28 9.4773 1.12998 .22161 .738 38  156.0 
Cambridge 12 9.4675 .90426 .31970 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 29 12.1103 1.69277 .31434 .018 38 2.469  
Cambridge 11 10.6000 1.82020 .54881 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 11.7833 1.28565 .24742 .014 37 2.584  
Cambridge 12 10.6192 1.32833 .38346 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 29 33.5086 3.12427 .58016 <.001 38 -5.685  
Cambridge 11 39.5000 2.51496 .75829 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 28 32.8661 2.83046 .53491 <.001 38 -7.283  








Table 8: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male clavicles from the Mistihalj and 
Cambridge populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 20 153.0270 13.11911 2.93352 .004 31 3.090  
Cambridge 13 140.8269 6.68439 1.85392 
ML-left Mistihalj 21 155.0629 12.06151 2.63204 .011 36 2.672  
Cambridge 17 145.2794 10.08165 2.44516 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 20 25.1115 3.71919 .83164 .232 30 1.220  
Cambridge 12 23.4175 3.94464 1.13872 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 21 24.9900 3.85657 .84157 .751 33 .320  
Cambridge 14 24.5471 4.22904 1.13026 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0457 3.47960 .75931 .103 32 1.679  
Cambridge 13 22.8985 3.85340 1.06874 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.5364 4.16952 .88895 .012 35 2.660  
Cambridge 15 20.1353 3.22284 .83213 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 18 76.7778 8.36743 1.97222 .328 29 -.994  
Cambridge 13 80.1923 10.76508 2.98570 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 18 74.5556 9.89933 2.33329 .328 28 -.996  
Cambridge 12 78.2500 10.03120 2.89576 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 23 16.8091 2.95917 .63090 .084 37  123.0 
Cambridge 16 18.7500 2.30801 .61684 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 22 17.3950 2.66546 .56828 .357 38 -.932  
Cambridge 18 18.2500 3.14011 .74013 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 24 19.2813 4.21134 .85964 .035 38 -2.185  
Cambridge 16 22.2031 4.03445 1.00861 
S-aMC-left Mistihalj 24 18.4167 3.44969 .70417 .009 40 -2.752  






















Cambridge 14 100.6923 6.65219 1.84498 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 21 109.8695 11.68393 2.54964 .500 37 .682  
Cambridge 18 107.3056 11.74438 2.76818 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.9375 1.73151 .35344 .132 41 1.537  
Cambridge 19 11.1432 1.61974 .37159 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.85332 .37831 .331 42 .983  
Cambridge 20 11.1350 2.04076 .45633 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 17 12.4771 1.69909 .41209 .020 32 2.441  
Cambridge 17 10.7318 2.40924 .58433 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 11.9259 1.92758 .46751 .144 33 1.497  
Cambridge 18 10.7278 2.71590 .64014 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0595 4.12155 .89940 .538 37 .621  
Cambridge 18 24.3239 3.09906 .73046 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.6059 4.33857 .92499 .504 40 -.675  
Cambridge 20 24.3800 2.86335 .64027 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 18 18.9639 2.78691 .65688 .030 33 2.262  
Cambridge 17 16.6565 3.24321 .78659 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 15 17.8000 2.63141 .67943 .711 29  110.0 
Cambridge 16 18.5544 4.61041 1.15260 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 24 60.8688 7.13468 1.45636 .048 40 -2.035  
Cambridge 18 65.1111 6.02399 1.41987 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 22 58.4318 7.39819 1.57730 .004 40 -3.048  
Cambridge 20 65.4750 7.57024 1.69276 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 22 12.8859 2.64351 .56360 .996 39 .005  




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 22 13.1532 3.27042 .69726 .947 40 .067  
Cambridge 20 13.0875 3.04276 .68038 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 24 27.0104 5.22717 1.06699 .694 41 .396  
Cambridge 19 26.1579 8.76871 2.01168 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 23 25.5543 5.63167 1.17428 .752 41 .319  
Cambridge 20 24.9125 7.54690 1.68754 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 22 80.9618 12.33748 2.63036 .703 39 .385  
Cambridge 19 79.7763 5.68373 1.30394 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 22 82.1882 11.59898 2.47291 .782 40 -.278  
Cambridge 20 83.0375 7.52595 1.68285 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.21725 .24847 .320 35 1.008  
Cambridge 13 11.2769 1.32387 .36718 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.2282 1.75518 .37420 .272 39  245.5 
Cambridge 17 10.9171 1.65725 .44292 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 23 14.0235 1.61199 .33612 .001 34 3.544  
Cambridge 13 12.1092 1.44905 .40190 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 23 13.7596 1.66335 .34683 .004 38 3.093  
Cambridge 17 12.3071 1.14649 .27806 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 24 40.0543 2.82939 .58997 <.001 35  27.0 
Cambridge 13 44.7885 2.35595 .65342 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 24 38.4583 3.10738 .63429 <.001 39 -5.554  







Table 9: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male and female clavicles from the Mistihalj 
and Alkmaar populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test  
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 48 146.7600 12.91375 1.86394 .026 102 2.257  
Alkmaar 56 141.1429 12.42897 1.66089 
ML-left Mistihalj 46 147.8854 12.22881 1.80304 .020 88 2.378  
Alkmaar 44 142.1364 10.61119 1.59970 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 48 23.0567 3.82512 .55211 .011 99 -2.593  
Alkmaar 53 24.9387 3.47069 .47674 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 45 22.9496 3.97278 .59223 .015 85 -2.473  
Alkmaar 42 25.0550 3.96259 .61144 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.3948 3.27347 .46294 .808 99 -.243  
Alkmaar 51 23.5782 4.23552 .59309 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 48 22.0956 3.51720 .50766 .831 89 -.214  
Alkmaar 43 22.2593 3.78381 .57703 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 40 69.6750 10.77393 1.70351 .007 86 -2.779  
Alkmaar 48 76.2083 11.15263 1.60974 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 41 67.1382 8.88700 1.44166 .005 78  510.0 
Alkmaar 39 75.3548 11.57742 2.07937 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 53 16.9334 3.22093 .52250 .209 103  1,574.0 
Alkmaar 52 15.6452 3.46937 .62312 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 49 16.6933 3.18743 .45535 .166 91 1.395  
Alkmaar 44 15.8409 2.64085 .39812 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 54 20.3684 4.00959 .65044 .599 104  1,321.0 
Alkmaar 52 19.8710 3.84484 .69055 
S-aMC-left Mistihalj 51 19.5395 3.93508 .63835 .157 93  933.0 























Alkmaar 52 97.2308 10.08905 1.39910 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 47 105.0983 10.74382 1.56715 .020 89 2.361  
Alkmaar 44 100.0227 9.68693 1.46036 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 52 10.9902 1.84956 .25649 <.001 102 -7.916  
Alkmaar 52 14.7950 2.93147 .40652 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 51 10.5618 1.88694 .26422 <.001 91 -4.648  
Alkmaar 42 12.9664 3.05599 .47155 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 41 11.4029 2.09133 .32661 .455 75 -.750  
Alkmaar 36 11.8506 3.10268 .51711 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 38 11.1474 1.87731 .30454 .486 66 .701  
Alkmaar 30 10.7723 2.53257 .46238 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.2448000 4.07777512 .576684488 .048 99 2.007  
Alkmaar 51 21.6813725 3.74867230 .524919118 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 50 22.5148000 4.19244619 .592901426 .543 89 .611  
Alkmaar 41 21.9726829 4.23396092 .661233605 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 35 17.7977 3.29940 .55770 .306 68 1.031  
Alkmaar 35 16.9151 3.83898 .64891 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 32 16.4909 3.04966 .53911 .711 60 -.372  
Alkmaar 30 16.8050 3.59308 .65600 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 51 56.9088 7.77682 1.08897 .008 99 2.722  
Alkmaar 50 51.4000 12.13193 1.71571 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 49 54.1735 7.73877 1.10554 .006 92 2.790  
Alkmaar 45 48.6667 11.21484 1.67181 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 51 11.9108 3.12599 .50710 .339 103  1,228.0 




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 49 11.7780 3.25945 .46564 .349 92 -.942  
Alkmaar 45 12.4000 3.12904 .46645 
A-aLC-right Mistihalj 52 24.5592 6.06898 .98452 .955 104  1,395.0 
Alkmaar 54 23.7419 9.73299 1.74810 
A-aLC-left Mistihalj 50 23.9013 5.86346 .95118 .014 93  794.5 
Alkmaar 45 26.5484 7.67176 1.37789 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 51 78.1569 10.81081 1.51382 .312 103 1.1016  
Alkmaar 54 76.1111 9.81271 1.33534 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 49 79.0790 11.07080 1.58154 ..378 92 -.887  
Alkmaar 45 81.0667 10.61817 1.58286 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 54 10.4309 1.78798 .24331 .895 107 .133  
Alkmaar 55 10.3876 1.61692 .21803 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 53 10.2433962 1.63063454 .223984880 .213 95 1.254  
Alkmaar 44 9.83772727 1.52998535 .230653970 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 53 13.0053 1.91601 .26318 .034 106 2.149  
Alkmaar 55 12.2435 1.76748 .23833 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 51 12.7143137 1.75256526 .245408224 .045 93 2.032  
Alkmaar 44 12.017500 1.56086458 .235309190 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 54 36.5463 4.40975 .60009 .795 107 .260  
Alkmaar 55 36.3273 4.38877 .59178 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 53 35.5425 4.08466 .56107 .733 95 -.342  









Table 10: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the female clavicles from the Mistihalj and 
Alkmaar populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 27 141.2422 9.61059 1.84956 .002* 54  576.0 
Alkmaar 29 133.6379 8.03219 1.49154 
ML-left Mistihalj 25 141.8564 8.73051 1.74610 .015 46 2.516  
Alkmaar 23 135.6304 8.37911 1.74717 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 21.3005 3.37721 .73697 .055* 51  243.0 
Alkmaar 26 23.1569 3.22948 .89570 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 21.1642 3.18319 .64977 .114 43 -1.614  
Alkmaar 21 22.7352 3.34021 .72889 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 22.0693 2.51294 .47490 .176 52 1.373  
Alkmaar 26 21.1554 2.36771 .46435 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 26 20.8765 2.29811 .45070 .368 46 .909  
Alkmaar 22 20.2364 2.57881 .54980 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 21 63.0238 8.24580 1.79938 .024 42 -2.350  
Alkmaar 23 68.7391 7.88103 1.64331 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 23 62.5833 6.56284 1.43213 .002* 40  157.5 
Alkmaar 19 67.1920 8.33820 2.31260 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 29 17.1667 3.05598 .66687 .304* 54  454.0 
Alkmaar 27 15.4615 2.18386 .60569 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 26 16.1338 3.57043 .70022 .519 46 .649  
Alkmaar 22 15.5455 2.50195 .53342 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 29 20.9762 3.56187 .77726 .536* 54  354.0 
Alkmaar 27 20.4615 2.72688 .75630 
S_aMC-left Mistihalj 26 20.5000 3.66231 .79918 .448* 46  249.5 























Alkmaar 27 93.4815 10.56253 2.03276 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 26 101.2446 8.28324 1.62448 .031 46 2.221  
Alkmaar 22 96.2273 7.17756 1.53026 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 10.0474 1.42201 .27367 <.001 53 -6.510  
Alkmaar 28 13.3657 2.25029 .42526 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 26 9.4819 1.21191 .23768 .001 46 -3.579  
Alkmaar 22 11.3177 2.26290 .48245 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 23 10.5904 2.06460 .43050 .739 42 -.336  
Alkmaar 21 10.8238 2.54043 .55437 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 20 10.4595 1.63691 .36603 .024 34 2.358  
Alkmaar 16 9.2074 1.51149 .37787 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 21.7785714 3.53298396 .667671210 .011 54 2.632  
Alkmaar 28 19.5682142 2.69489923 .509288084 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 21.2907407 3.49453191 .672522980 .041 46 2.098  
Alkmaar 21 19.1995238 3.33369686 .727472296 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 16 16.0388 2.74410 .68603 .231 34 1.219  
Alkmaar 20 14.9605 2.55063 .57034 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 15.3359 2.98943 .72504 .306 31 1.040  
Alkmaar 16 14.3406 2.46147 .61537 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 26 53.0385 6.49950 1.27466 <.001 50 4.797  
Alkmaar 26 43.6538 7.56805 1.48422 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 26 50.0577 5.32274 1.04387 <.001 47 4.997  
Alkmaar 23 41.1739 7.13284 1.48730 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 28 11.6105 3.66859 .80055 .909* 54  399.0 




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 26 10.7358 2.86721 .56231 .821 47 -.227  
Alkmaar 23 10.9130 2.55686 .53314 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 27 23.1548 6.49494 1.41731 .371* 53  325.0 
Alkmaar 28 21.000 6.73300 1.86740 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 26 22.2738 6.02542 1.31485 .059* 47  205.0 
Alkmaar 23 24.4615 7.67697 2.12921 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 28 75.0314 7.53950 1.42483 .212 54 1.262  
Alkmaar 28 72.0714 9.85423 1.86227 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 26 76.6477 10.32366 2.02464 .860 47 .177  
Alkmaar 23 76.1304 10.10537 2.10712 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 29 9.3621 1.49701 .27799 .856 56 -.182  
Alkmaar 29 9.4279 1.25293 .23266 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 28 9.44392857 1.10798228 .209388970 .089 49 1.734  
Alkmaar 23 8.90043478 1.12140933 .233830010 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 29 12.1103 1.69277 .31434 .012 56 2.583  
Alkmaar 29 11.1638 1.01500 .18848 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 11.7833333 1.28565158 .247423763 .015 48 2.514  
Alkmaar 23 11.0069565 .794849527 .165737583 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 29 33.5086 3.12427 .58016 .755 56 .314  
Alkmaar 29 33.2759 2.49136 .46263 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 28 32.8661 2.83046 .53491 .996 49 -.005  








Table 11: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male clavicles from the Mistihalj and Alkmaar 
populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 20 153.0270 13.11911 2.93352 .289 45 1.072  
Alkmaar 27 149.2037 11.26965 2.16884 
ML-left Mistihalj 21 155.0629 12.06151 2.63204 .073 40 1.842  
Alkmaar 21 149.2619 7.92878 1.73020 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 20 25.1115 3.71919 .83164 .077 45 -1.807  
Alkmaar 27 26.8259 2.79189 .53730 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 21 24.9900 3.85657 .84157 .033 40 -2.203  
Alkmaar 21 27.3748 3.11957 .68074 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0457 3.47960 .75931 .373 44 -.899  
Alkmaar 25 26.0980 4.30830 .86166 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.5364 4.16952 .88895 .489 41 -.697  
Alkmaar 21 24.3786 3.72370 .81258 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 18 76.7778 8.36743 1.97222 .026 41 -2.306  
Alkmaar 25 83.0800 9.16479 1.83296 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 18 74.0441 9.95585 2.41465 .008* 36  90.5 
Alkmaar 20 81.7895 9.13223 2.09508 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 23 16.8805 3.01277 .65744 .439* 46  325.0 
Alkmaar 25 15.6667 4.21482 .99344 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 22 17.3950 2.66546 .56828 .134 42 1.527  
Alkmaar 22 16.1364 2.79958 .59687 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 24 19.0595 4.32717 .94427 .952* 47  297.0 
Alkmaar 25 19.5000 4.47542 1.05487 
S_aMC-left Mistihalj 24 18.2857 3.56132 .77714 .221* 44  208.5 























Alkmaar 25 101.2800 7.90843 1.58169 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 21 109.8695 11.68393 2.54964 .081 41 1.787  
Alkmaar 22 103.8182 10.50912 2.24055 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.9375 1.73151 .35344 <.001 46 -6.770  
Alkmaar 24 16.4625 2.77891 .56724 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.85332 .37831 <.001 42 -4.341  
Alkmaar 20 14.7800 2.80775 .62783 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 17 12.4771 1.69909 .41209 .383 30 -.885  
Alkmaar 15 13.2880 3.32441 .85836 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 11.9259 1.92758 .46751 .408 29 -.840  
Alkmaar 14 12.5607 2.28332 .61024 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0595238 4.12155247 .899396484 .472 42 .725  
Alkmaar 23 24.2539130 3.22838792 .673165415 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.6059091 4.33856643 .924985471 .275 40 -1.107  
Alkmaar 20 24.8845000 2.93539287 .656373800 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 18 18.9639 2.78691 .65688 .629 31 -.488  
Alkmaar 15 19.5213 3.77187 .97389 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 15 17.9918 2.99822 .90400 .046* 27  59.5 
Alkmaar 14 19.7323 2.46736 .68432 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 24 60.8688 7.13468 1.45636 .679 46 .416  
Alkmaar 24 59.7917 10.48800 2.14085 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 22 58.4318 7.39819 1.57730 .447 42 .768  
Alkmaar 22 56.5000 9.18980 1.95927 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 22 12.8810 2.70869 .59108 .302 46 -1.044  




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 22 13.1532 3.27042 .69726 .398 42 -.853  
Alkmaar 22 13.9545 2.95163 .62929 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 24 27.4286 4.97377 1.08537 .236* 48  373.0 
Alkmaar 26 25.6111 11.28319 2.65947 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 23 26.2381 5.40051 1.17849 .111* 43  183.0 
Alkmaar 22 28.0556 7.51839 1.77210 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 22 80.9618 12.33748 2.63036 .865 46 .170  
Alkmaar 26 80.4615 7.82933 1.53546 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 22 82.1882 11.59898 2.47291 .197 42 -1.310  
Alkmaar 22 86.2273 8.64061 1.84218 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.21725 .24847 .475 48 .720  
Alkmaar 26 11.4581 1.27626 .25030 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.1425000 1.70895913 .348839821 .540 43 .617  
Alkmaar 21 10.8642857 1.23802896 .270160068 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 23 14.0235 1.61199 .33612 .224 47 1.231  
Alkmaar 26 13.4477 1.65336 .32425 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 23 13.7595652 1.66334952 .346832350 .185 42 1.347  
Alkmaar 21 13.1242857 1.44307855 .314905558 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 24 39.9286 2.88979 .63060 .655* 48  335.0 
Alkmaar 26 39.8333 3.27648 .77227 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 24 38.4583 3.10738 .63429 .547 43 -.607  








Table 12: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male and female clavicles from the Mistihalj 
and Midden-Beemster populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test  
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 48 146.7600 12.91375 1.86394 .348 119 .942  
MB 73 144.9808 7.87696 .92193  
ML-left Mistihalj 46 147.8854 12.22881 1.80304 .999 116 -.002  
MB 72 147.8889 8.44002 .99467 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 48 23.0567 3.82512 .55211 .011 111 -2.592  
MB 65 24.8508 3.49251 .43319 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 45 22.6953 3.97333 .62824 .004* 111  1,038.5 
MB 68 25.1150 3.45324 .48836 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.3948 3.27347 .46294 .391 115 .860  
MB 67 22.8357 3.62163 .44245 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 48 22.0956 3.51720 .50766 .822 115 -.226  
MB 69 22.2396 3.30049 .39733 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 40 69.6750 10.77393 1.70351 .040 100 -2.079  
MB 62 73.9677 9.78451 1.24263 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 41 67.5063 10.03623 1.58687 .004* 106  913.0 
MB 67 74.0600 9.81754 1.38841 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 53 16.9419 3.39568 .55825 .389* 122  1,711.0 
MB 71 17.5000 3.65949 .59365 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 49 16.6933 3.18743 .45535 .206 118 -1.270  
MB 71 17.4366 3.12471 .37083 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 54 19.5946 3.93142 .64632 .062* 123  1,544.0 
MB 71 20.7632 3.14027 .50942 
S_aMC-left Mistihalj 51 19.4625 3.92867 .62118 .028* 120  1,390.0 























MB 71 102.6800 11.11249 1.57154 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 47 105.0983 10.74382 1.56715 .530 116 .629  
MB 71 103.8732 10.08950 1.19740 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 52 10.9902 1.84956 .25649 <.001 123 -6.746  
MB 73 14.4366 3.33444 .39027 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 51 10.5618 1.88694 .26422 <.001 115 -5.271  
MB 66 12.7450 2.44792 .30132 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 41 11.4029 2.09133 .32661 .067 93 -1.851  
MB 54 12.5094 3.36427 .45782 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 38 11.0322 1.76177 .28963 .490* 86  868.0 
MB 50 11.8645 3.33380 .54081 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 50 23.2448 4.07778 .57668 .129 116 1.529  
MB 68 22.1275 3.80713 .46168 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 50 22.5148 4.19245 .59290 .652 105 .453  
MB 57 22.1712 3.65780 .48449 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 35 17.7977 3.29940 .55770 .442 88 .773  
MB 55 17.1847 3.88394 .52371 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 32 16.4909 3.04966 .53911 .262 81 -1.130  
MB 51 17.4276 4.01609 .56237 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 51 56.9088 7.77682 1.08897 .005 121 2.845  
MB 72 51.8194 10.96258 1.29195 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 49 54.1735 7.73877 1.10554 .011 105 2.596  
MB 58 49.4138 10.67878 1.40219 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 51 12.4111 3.30162 .54278 .202* 124  1,656.0 




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 49 11.7780 3.25945 .46564 .655 113 -.448  
MB 66 12.0152 2.41465 .29722 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 52 23.8041 6.62255 1.08874 .139* 124  2,222.0 
MB 74 23.2368 7.77534 1.26133 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 50 24.3176 6.16432 1.01341 .704* 114  1,718.0 
MB 66 23.2895 5.84441 .94809 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 51 78.1569 10.81081 1.51382 .770 123 -.293  
MB 74 78.6486 7.93023 .92187 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 49 79.0790 11.07080 1.58154 .822 113 -.226  
MB 66 79.5152 9.56475 1.17734 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 54 10.4309 1.78798 .24331 .378 128 .884  
MB 76 10.1667 1.59899 .18342 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 53 10.2500 1.82803 .30053 .497* 120  1,960.0 
MB 69 9.8142 1.62366 .26339 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 53 13.0053 1.91601 .26318 .104 127 1.638  
MB 76 12.4824 1.68601 .19340 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 51 12.7143 1.75257 .24541 .094 118 1.688  
MB 69 12.1900 1.62751 .19593 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 54 36.5463 4.40975 .60009 .518 128 .648  
MB 76 36.0395 4.38008 .50243 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 53 35.5068 4.53745 .74595 .963* 120  1,819.5 









Table 13: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the female clavicles from the Mistihalj and 
Midden-Beemster populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 27 143.2994 10.40448 2.60112 .843 57  445.0 
MB 32 142.3625 6.20719 1.55180 
ML-left Mistihalj 25 141.8564 8.73051 1.74610 .792 54 -.265  
MB 31 142.4032 6.69256 1.20202 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 21.7231 3.65109 .91277 .087* 54  287.0 
MB 29 22.6875 3.24890 .81222 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 22.6953 3.97333 .62824 .045* 53  254.0 
MB 31 25.1150 3.45324 .48836 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 22.0693 2.51294 .47490 .024 55 2.326  
MB 29 20.6172 2.19545 .40769 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 26 20.8765 2.29811 .45070 .232 55 1.208  
MB 31 20.1342 2.32212 .41707 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 21 63.0238 8.24580 1.79938 .067 46 -1.878  
MB 27 67.2593 7.35157 1.41481 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 23 67.5063 10.03623 1.58687 .080* 52  256.6 
MB 31 74.0600 9.81754 1.38841 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 29 17.2194 3.37806 .84452 .888* 58  459.0 
MB 31 17.1875 2.94887 .73722 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 26 16.1338 3.57043 .70022 .798 55 -.258  
MB 31 16.3548 2.90458 .52168 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 29 20.8906 3.79799 .94950 .510* 58  493.5 
MB 31 20.0625 2.93187 .73297 
S_aMC-left Mistihalj 26 19.4625 3.92867 .62118 .809* 55  388.0 






















MB 31 102.6800 11.11249 1.57154 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 26 101.2446 8.28324 1.62448 .795 55 .261  
MB 31 100.5806 10.53177 1.89156 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 27 10.0474 1.42201 .27367 <.001 57 -4.802  
MB 32 12.6863 2.53707 .44849 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 26 9.4819 1.21191 .23768 <.001 53 -4.098  
MB 29 11.3617 2.03706 .37827 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 23 10.5904 2.06460 .43050 .920 45 -.100  
MB 24 10.6533 2.21985 .45312 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 20 10.5263 1.78775 .44694 .340* 42  280.5 
MB 24 9.5931 2.53165 .63291 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 28 21.7786 3.53298 .66767 .043 56 2.070  
MB 30 19.9187 3.31135 .60457 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 21.2907 3.49453 .67252 .078 53 1.795  
MB 28 19.7379 2.90520 .54903 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 16 16.0388 2.74410 .68603 .258 38 1.147  
MB 24 14.9708 2.97205 .60667 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 15.3359 2.98943 .72504 .854 40 .186  
MB 25 15.1464 3.40911 .68182 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 26 53.0385 6.49950 1.27466 <.001 55 4.189  
MB 31 44.9355 7.86102 1.41188 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 26 50.0577 5.32274 1.04387 .001 53 3.702  
MB 29 42.9655 8.36439 1.55323 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 28 12.2450 3.59838 .89960 .706* 59  436.0 




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 26 10.7358 2.86721 .56231 .660 54 -.442  
MB 30 11.0333 2.15732 .39387 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 27 22.7188 6.37631 1.59408 .743* 58  467.5 
MB 33 22.3750 8.57030 2.14259 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 26 22.5625 6.63105 1.65776 .767* 54  372.0 
MB 30 24.4375 6.42878 1.60719 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 28 75.0314 7.53950 1.42483 .499 59 -.680  
MB 33 76.3030 7.05552 1.22821 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 26 76.6477 10.32366 2.02464 .734 54 .341  
MB 30 75.8000 8.24370 1.50509 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 29 9.3621 1.49701 .27799 .220 60 1.240  
MB 33 8.9436 1.15641 .20130 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 28 9.4439 1.10798 .20939 .016* 56  575.5 
MB 30 8.6247 1.11651 .20385 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 29 12.1103 1.69277 .31434 .021 60 2.369  
MB 33 11.2703 1.06319 .18508 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 27 11.7833 1.28565 .24742 .008 55 2.751  
MB 30 10.9360 1.03709 .18935 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 29 33.5086 3.12427 .58016 .033 60 2.181  
MB 33 32.0000 2.30489 .40123 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 28 32.3594 3.00412 .75103 .085* 56  530.5 







Table 14: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for all dimensions of the male clavicles from the Mistihalj and Midden-
Beemster populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean p df t u 
ML-right Mistihalj 20 153.0270 13.11911 2.93352 .081 59 1.776  
MB 41 148.6537 6.20246 .96866 
ML-left Mistihalj 21 155.0629 12.06151 2.63204 .221 60 1.237  
MB 41 152.0366 7.20364 1.12502 
S_MSID-right Mistihalj 20 25.1115 3.71919 .83164 .148 54 -1.466  
MB 36 26.4611 3.05042 .50840 
S_MSID-left Mistihalj 21 25.2311 3.97007 .93576 .043* 56  263.5 
MB 37 26.9185 2.90882 .55980 
S_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0457 3.47960 .75931 .595 57 .535  
MB 38 24.5287 3.59831 .58372 
S_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.5364 4.16952 .88895 .652 58 -.454  
MB 38 23.9571 2.98404 .48408 
S_CF-right Mistihalj 18 76.7778 8.36743 1.97222 .328 51 -.988  
MB 35 79.1429 8.19305 1.38488 
S_CF-left Mistihalj 18 74.5556 9.89933 2.33329 .034* 52  208.5 
MB 36 80.0370 7.48065 1.43965 
S_MDMC-right Mistihalj 23 17.4350 3.09266 .82655 .310* 61  389.0 
MB 40 18.4000 3.71908 .83161 
S_MDMC-left Mistihalj 22 17.3950 2.66546 .56828 .262 60 -1.131  
MB 40 18.2750 3.06333 .48435 
S_aMC-right Mistihalj 24 19.8333 4.28403 1.00976 .009* 62  291.0 
MB 40 22.2963 3.70877 .71375 
S_aMC-left Mistihalj 24 18.8194 3.55710 .83842 .010* 62  294.0 






















MB 40 104.5000 9.40605 2.10326 
S_MC-left Mistihalj 21 109.8695 11.68393 2.54964 .207 59 1.275  
MB 40 106.4250 9.06073 1.43263 
A_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.9375 1.73151 .35344 <.001 63 -5.363  
MB 41 15.8027 3.26512 .50993 
A_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.85332 .37831 <.001 59 -3.897  
MB 37 13.8292 2.20057 .36177 
A_MSID_FACET-right Mistihalj 17 12.4771 1.69909 .41209 .094 45 -1.711  
MB 30 13.9943 3.41247 .62303 
A_MSID_FACET-left Mistihalj 17 11.6693 1.27205 .33997 .146* 41  162.5 
MB 26 13.5765 2.99573 .66987 
A_MAPD-right Mistihalj 21 25.0595 4.12155 .89940 .227 57 1.220  
MB 38 23.8713 3.25163 .52748 
A_MAPD-left Mistihalj 22 23.6059 4.33857 .92499 .356 49 -.932  
MB 29 24.5207 2.64231 .49067 
A_MAPD_FACET-right Mistihalj 18 18.9639 2.78691 .65688 .948 47 .065  
MB 31 18.8987 3.66391 .65806 
A_MAPD_FACET-left Mistihalj 15 17.4157 2.25198 .60187 .096* 39  133.0 
MB 26 19.8075 3.23742 .72391 
A_CF-right Mistihalj 24 60.8688 7.13468 1.45636 .107 63 1.635  
MB 41 57.0244 10.12296 1.58094 
A_CF-left Mistihalj 22 58.4318 7.39819 1.57730 .272 49 1.111  
MB 29 55.8621 8.72076 1.61941 
A_MDLC-right Mistihalj 22 13.4700 2.43917 .65189 .444* 62  408.0 




A_MDLC-left Mistihalj 22 13.1532 3.27042 .69726 .666 56 .434  
MB 36 12.8333 2.33605 .38934 
A_aLC-right Mistihalj 24 26.0139 5.55618 1.30960 .010* 63  681.5 
MB 41 22.8889 6.25935 1.20461 
A_aLC-left Mistihalj 23 26.6071 5.29488 1.41512 .225* 57  492.0 
MB 36 24.2000 5.67172 1.26824 
A_LC-right Mistihalj 22 80.9618 12.33748 2.63036 .870 61 .164  
MB 41 80.5366 8.17037 1.27600 
A_LC-left Mistihalj 22 82.1882 11.59898 2.47291 .881 56 -.150  
MB 36 82.6111 9.58653 1.59776 
M_MSID-right Mistihalj 24 11.7125 1.21725 .24847 .054 65 1.963  
MB 43 11.1053 1.21220 .18486 
M_MSID-left Mistihalj 24 11.1425 1.70896 .34884 .687* 61  496.5 
MB 39 10.9438 1.23793 .19823 
M_MAPD-right Mistihalj 23 14.0235 1.61199 .33612 .125 64 1.552  
MB 43 13.4126 1.47471 .22489 
M_MAPD-left Mistihalj 23 13.7596 1.66335 .34683 .118 60 1.586  
MB 39 13.1546 1.31250 .21017 
M_CF-right Mistihalj 24 39.6071 3.12514 .83523 .178* 65  618.5 
MB 43 38.5000 2.64575 .59161 
M_CF-left Mistihalj 24 39.6071 3.12514 .83523 .921* 61  475.0 








Table 15: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for the shape indices of both sexes from the Mistihalj and Cambridge 
populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 
Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
p df t u 
SI_Right Cambridge 22 1.03456456 .258042542 .056309499 .571* 67  473.0 
Mistihalj 47 .988482815 .157125605 .024245007 
SI_Left Cambridge 26 1.108798689 .2124437820 .0416636534 .104 68 1.648  
Mistihalj 44 1.031862865 .1733569200 .026134539 
AI_Right Cambridge 34 .494633840 .093981328 .020508407 .810* 81  859.0 
Mistihalj 49 .471389606 .092452820 .014265780 
AI_Left Cambridge 40 .487938976 .079184605 .017279497 .680* 87  1,030.0 
Mistihalj 49 .471292625 .109799228 .016942389 
M_Right Cambridge 27 .938847550 .199210414 .043471276 .073* 78  539.0 
Mistihalj 53 .814878419 .151224443 .023334438 
M_Left Cambridge 34 .873215558 .186963128 .040798699 .057* 83  655.0 












Table 16: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for the shape indices of both sexes from the Mistihalj and Alkmaar 
populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 
Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
p df t u 
SI_Right Alkmaar 49 1.06326766 .127167382 .024939575 .047 94  880.0 
Mistihalj 46 .983802978 .162006866 .026280984 
SI_Left Alkmaar 42 1.13303202 .170627974 .026328468 .008 84 2.726  
Mistihalj 44 1.03186286 .173356920 .026134539 
AI_Right Alkmaar 51 .674035649 .129004030 .025299772 <.001 98  191.0 
Mistihalj 49 .477106868 .092445336 .014996614 
AI_Left Alkmaar 41 .589005995 .128740641 .025248117 <.001 88  444.0 
Mistihalj 49 .479941990 .111349525 .018063278 
M_Right Alkmaar 55 .831821292 .117151914 .022975381 .033 106  1,111.0 
Mistihalj 53 .819902188 .154339770 .025037217 
M_Left Alkmaar 44 .854958496 .121549694 .023837856 .715 93  1,073.0 












Table 17: Means, numbers, standard deviations, p- values, degrees of freedom, and test statistics for the shape indices of both sexes from the Mistihalj and Midden-
Beemster (MB) populations. * indicates the result of a nonparametric test. 
 
Pop. N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
p df t u 
SI_Right MB 65 1.01588647 .331493955 .054497270 .004 109 2.949  
Mistihalj 47 .988482815 .157125605 .024245007 
SI_Left MB 67 1.12901045 .167392013 .020450189 <.001* 110  922.0 
Mistihalj 44 1.03186286 .173356920 .026134539 
AI_Right MB 68 .661972121 .128577413 .021137996 <.001* 115  479.0 
Mistihalj 49 .471389606 .092452820 .014265780 
AI_Left MB 56 .588488787 .112856941 .018553567 <.001* 103  760.0 
Mistihalj 49 .471292625 .109799228 .016942389 
M_Right MB 76 .808541471 .139576452 .022946227 .636* 127  1,915.0 
Mistihalj 53 .814878419 .151224443 .023334438 
M_Left MB 69 .830731510 .183262754 .030128211 .989* 118  1,757.0 




















































































































































































Figure 6: Blue for Mistihalj, red for MB
